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Exact recovery and sharp thresholds of
Stochastic Ising Block Model
Min Ye
Abstract
The stochastic block model (SBM) is a random graph model in which the edges are generated
according to the underlying cluster structure on the vertices. The (ferromagnetic) Ising model, on the
other hand, assigns ˘1 labels to vertices according to an underlying graph structure in a way that if two
vertices are connected in the graph then they are more likely to be assigned the same label. In SBM, one
aims to recover the underlying clusters from the graph structure while in Ising model, an extensively-
studied problem is to recover the underlying graph structure based on i.i.d. samples (labelings of the
vertices).
In this paper, we propose a natural composition of SBM and the Ising model, which we call the
Stochastic Ising Block Model (SIBM). In SIBM, we take SBM in its simplest form, where n vertices
are divided into two equal-sized clusters and the edges are connected independently with probability p
within clusters and q across clusters. Then we use the graph G generated by the SBM as the underlying
graph of the Ising model and draw m i.i.d. samples from it. The objective is to exactly recover the
two clusters in SBM from the samples generated by the Ising model, without observing the graph G.
As the main result of this paper, we establish a sharp threshold m˚ on the sample complexity of this
exact recovery problem in a properly chosen regime, where m˚ can be calculated from the parameters
of SIBM. We show that when m ě m˚, one can recover the clusters from m samples in Opnq time as
the number of vertices n goes to infinity. When m ă m˚, we further show that for almost all choices
of parameters of SIBM, the success probability of any recovery algorithms approaches 0 as nÑ8.
Min Ye is with the Data Science and Information Technology Research Center, Tsinghua-Berkeley Shenzhen Institute, Tsinghua
Shenzhen International Graduate School, Shenzhen 518055, China. Email: yeemmi@gmail.com
1I. INTRODUCTION
The stochastic block model (SBM) is a generative model for random graphs, where the vertices are
partitioned into several communities/clusters, and the edges are added independently in a way that depends
on the community membership of its two endpoints. An extensively-studied problem in SBM is the exact
recovery problem [BCLS87, Bop87, DF89, SN97, CK01, McS01, BC09, CWA12, HWX16, CX16, Vu18],
in which one aims to recover the exact underlying community structure from the graph topology, i.e.,
the edge connections in the graph. Sharp thresholds for exact recovery were established in terms of the
parameters of SBM, starting from the simplest case of two-community symmetric SBM [ABH16, MNS16]
to the most general case [AS15]. See [Abb17] for a recent survey on this topic, where other interesting
and important problems in SBM are also discussed.
Ising model, originally introduced in the context of statistical physics [Isi25], consists of binary random
variables σ1, . . . , σn P t˘1u whose pairwise dependency is modeled by an underlying dependency graph
G. Despite its simplicity, Ising model has been used in a wide range of applications including finance,
social networks, computer vision, biology, and signal processing. A recent line of research on Ising
model concerns estimating the dependency graph G from independent samples of the random vector
σ “ pσ1, . . . , σnq P t˘1un [BMS08, RWL10, SW12, Bre15, VMLC16, HKM17, KM17, WSD19]. This
problem is closely related to inferring social network structures, and a concrete example was presented
in [BGd08]. The authors of [BGd08] used Ising model to infer the political affinities among the U.S.
senators from their voting records. In this example, σi may represent the vote of U.S. senator i on a
random bill, and the dependency graph G may depict the political affinities or network structure among
the senators.
In this paper, we propose a natural composition of SBM and the Ising model, which we call the
Stochastic Ising Block Model (SIBM). First we use SBM to generate a graph G “ prns, EpGqq with
vertex set rns and edge set EpGq based on an (unknown) partition of the vertex set rns. Next we use G
as the underlying dependency graph of the Ising model and draw m i.i.d. samples from it. The objective
is to exactly recover the partition of the vertex set in SBM from the samples generated by the Ising
model, without observing the graph G.
In the above SIBM, we take SBM in its simplest form, where n vertices are randomly divided into
two equal-sized clusters and the edges are connected independently with probability p within clusters and
q across clusters. We focus on the asymptotic regime of p “ a logpnq{n and q “ b logpnq{n for fixed
a ą b ą 0 and growing n. In this regime, if the vertices i and j are connected in G, then the posterior
probability of them belonging to the same cluster is a
a`b ą 12 . On the other hand, if i and j are not
connected, then the posterior probability of them belonging to the same cluster is
1´ p
1´ p` 1´ q “
1
2
`
1´ a´ b
2
logpnq{n˘, (1)
implying a slight tendency towards being in different clusters. The Ising model that we use in the SIBM
is a modification of a commonly used one based on this observation. First recall that a commonly used
Ising model on the graph G is a probability distribution on the configurations σ “ pσ1, . . . , σnq P t˘1un
such that1
Pσ|Gpσ “ σ¯q “
1
ZGpβq exp
´
β
ÿ
ti,juPEpGq
σ¯iσ¯j
¯
, (2)
where the parameter β ą 0 is called the inverse temperature and ZGpβq is the normalizing constant.
The (random) vector σ induces a (random) partition on the vertex set rns according to the sign of each
coordinate. Since the objective in SIBM is to recover the original partition in SBM based on independent
samples of σ, we would hope that the partition induced by σ is close to the original partition in SBM.
1We use σ to denote the random vector, and we usually use σ¯ to denote the realization of σ. The subscript in Pσ|G indicates
that the distribution is determined by the graph G.
2However, one can show that the distribution given in (2) is concentrated on the neighborhood of ˘1n,
where 1n is the all-one vector of length n. Thus the samples of σ provide little information about the
partition in SBM. This happens because the distribution (2) does not reflect the small repulsive effect of
non-edges in SBM, i.e., non-edge between vertices i and j implies that they have a slight tendency to
be in the different clusters in SBM; see (1). To overcome this issue, we use the following modification
of the standard Ising model in SIBM:
Pσ|Gpσ “ σ¯q “
1
ZGpα, βq exp
´
β
ÿ
ti,juPEpGq
σ¯iσ¯j ´ α logpnq
n
ÿ
ti,juREpGq
σ¯iσ¯j
¯
, (3)
where we add a new parameter α ą 0, and ZGpα, βq is again the normalizing constant. The small
negative coefficient ´α logpnq{n in front of all non-edge pairs σ¯iσ¯j makes σi and σj slightly more likely
to take different signs, and so vertices i and j are slightly more likely to be in different clusters in the
partition induced by σ. We choose the order of this coefficient to be Θplogpnq{nq in accordance with
the calculation in (1) for SBM.
Before presenting the main results, let us first give a motivating example to validate the above definition
of SIBM. Think of the residents in a city. Half of them are Democrats and the other half are Republicans.
Residents in the same political party are more likely to get to know each other and become friends, while
this is less likely to happen for residents in different political parties. The two-community SBM defined
above is a commonly used model of the friendship/social network between the residents. Now let’s say
we want to find a partition of the residents based on their political party membership, but it is not
possible to observe the whole social network among the residents due to privacy and complexity issues.
One thing we can do is to take multiple political polls among the residents. It is natural to assume that if
two residents are friends, i.e., if they are connected in the social network, then they tend to share similar
opinions and give the same response to the polls; otherwise there is a slight tendency that they would
give different answers. Therefore, a valid way to model the dependency of the residents’ responses on
their social network topology is the probability distribution in (3), where we view the random vector
σ as the residents’ responses to a random poll. Finally, we hope to reveal the partition of the residents
based on their responses to multiple independent polls, and this is analogous to the objective in SIBM
defined above.
In this paper, our main focus is the optimal sample complexity for the exact recovery of the underlying
partition in SBM. Below we use a vector X “ pX1, . . . ,Xnq P t˘1un to represent this underlying
partition, i.e., Xi “ Xj if vertices i and j are in the same cluster; otherwise Xi “ ´Xj . We also use
σp1q, . . . , σpmq P t˘1un to denote m independent samples drawn from the distribution (3) with respect
to the same dependency graph G. It is clear that the ground truth X, the graph G and the samples form
a Markov chain X Ñ G Ñ tσp1q, . . . , σpmqu. Therefore, a necessary condition for X to be recoverable
from the samples (up to a global sign) is that X must be recoverable from G. It is well known that the
necessary and sufficient condition for the latter is
?
a´?b ě ?2 [MNS16, ABH16], where a and b are
parameters of the SBM defined above. Under this condition, we prove the following results: If α ă bβ,
then all the samples are in the neighborhood of ˘1n, and one needs at least Ωplog1{4pnqq samples to
recover X. On the other hand, if α ą bβ, then all the samples are in the neighborhood of ˘X, and Θp1q
samples suffice for the exact recovery. As the main result of this paper, we establish a sharp threshold
m˚ on the number of samples needed for exact recovery when α ą bβ, where m˚ can be calculated
from the parameters a, b and β. We show that when m ě m˚, one can recover X (up to a global sign)
from m samples in Opnq time; when m ă m˚, we further show that for almost all choices of parameters
a, b and β, the success probability of all recovery algorithms approaches 0 as nÑ8.
Related works: A static Ising block model was proposed in [BRS19], and it is rather different from
the SIBM proposed in this paper. More precisely, in SIBM we first use the ground truth X to produce a
graph G and then use the graph G to produce samples through an Ising model. In contrast, the samples
3in [BRS19] are produced directly from X through a (different) Ising model. More specifically, given X,
the samples in [BRS19] have the following distribution:
Pσ|Xpσ “ σ¯q “
1
Zα,β
exp
´ β
2n
ÿ
pi,jq:Xi“Xj
σ¯iσ¯j ` α
2n
ÿ
pi,jq:Xi‰Xj
σ¯iσ¯j
¯
,
where Zα,β is the normalizing constant. The analysis of this model is rather different from ours, and the
number of samples needed to recover ˘X in this static model is Ωplogpnqq, also quite different from
our results.
As a final remark, we note that the composition of SBM and Ising model has been considered in [Pei19].
However, there are two major differences between [Pei19] and this paper: First, the objective in [Pei19] is
to reconstruct the graph G and the cluster structure ˘X simultaneously while in this paper we only aim
to recover ˘X. Second, the main focus in [Pei19] is to propose some heuristic methods/algorithms and
present their performance on synthetic and empirical datasets while in this paper we focus on rigorous
proofs of performance guarantees and theoretical limits of the recovery algorithms.
Organization of the paper: In the next section, we formally define the new model SIBM and state
the main results. In Section III, we give a sketch of the proof which illustrates the main ideas. In
Section IV–IX we provide the complete proof. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section X with some
future directions.
II. PROBLEM SETUP AND MAIN RESULTS
We first recall the definition of Symmetric Stochastic Block Model (SSBM) with two communities
and the definition of Ising model.
Definition 1 (SSBM with two communities). Let n be a positive even integer and let p, q P r0, 1s be two
real numbers. Let X “ pX1, . . . ,Xnq P t˘1un, and let G “ prns, EpGqq be an undirected graph with
vertex set rns and edge set EpGq. The pair pX,Gq is drawn under SSBMpn, p, qq if
(i) X is drawn uniformly from the set of balanced partitions tpx1, . . . , xnq P t˘1un : x1`¨ ¨ ¨`xn “ 0u;
(ii) the vertices i and j in G are connected with probability p if Xi “ Xj and with probability q if
Xi “ ´Xj , independently of other pairs of vertices.
Note that for every x “ px1, . . . , xnq P t˘1un such that x1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xn “ 0, x and ´x correspond to
the same balanced partition, and the conditional distribution P pG|X “ xq is the same as P pG|X “ ´xq
in the above definition. Therefore, we can only hope to recover X from G up to a global sign. In this
paper, we focus on the regime of p “ a logpnq{n and q “ b logpnq{n, where a ą b ą 0 are constants. In
this regime, it is well known that exact recovery of X (up to a global sign) from G is possible if and
only if
?
a´?b ě ?2 [ABH16, MNS16].
Given a partition/labeling X on n vertices, the SBM specifies how to generate a random graph on these
n vertices according to the labeling. In some sense, Ising model works in the opposite direction, i.e.,
given a graph G “ prns, EpGqq, Ising model defines a probability distribution on all possible labelings
t˘1un of these n vertices.
Definition 2 (Ising model). Define an Ising model on a graph G “ prns, EpGqq with parameters α, β ą 0
as the probability distribution on the configurations σ P t˘1un such that2
Pσ|Gpσ “ σ¯q “
1
ZGpα, βq exp
´
β
ÿ
ti,juPEpGq
σ¯iσ¯j ´ α logpnq
n
ÿ
ti,juREpGq
σ¯iσ¯j
¯
, (4)
2When there is only one sample, we usually denote it as σ¯. When there are m (independent) samples, we usually denote
them as σp1q, . . . , σpmq.
4where the subscript in Pσ|G indicates that the distribution depends on G, and
ZGpα, βq “
ÿ
σ¯Pt˘1un
exp
´
β
ÿ
ti,juPEpGq
σ¯iσ¯j ´ α logpnq
n
ÿ
ti,juREpGq
σ¯iσ¯j
¯
(5)
is the normalizing constant.
Remark 1. A more commonly used Ising model on a graph G is obtained by setting α “ 0 in (4), thereby
only involving one parameter β. See the discussion in Section I on why we use the modified Ising model
in SIBM.
By definition we always have Pσ|Gpσ “ σ¯q “ Pσ|Gpσ “ ´σ¯q in the Ising model. Next we present our
new model, the Stochastic Ising Block Model (SIBM), which can be viewed as a natural composition of
the SSBM and the Ising model. In SIBM, we first draw a pair pX,Gq under SSBMpn, p, qq. Then we
draw m independent samples tσp1q, . . . , σpmqu from the Ising model on the graph G, where σpuq P t˘1un
for all u P rms.
Definition 3 (Stochastic Ising Block Model). Let n and m be positive integers such that n is even. Let
p, q P r0, 1s be two real numbers and let α, β ą 0. The triple pX,G, tσp1q , . . . , σpmquq is drawn under
SIBMpn, p, q, α, β,mq if
(i) the pair pX,Gq is drawn under SSBMpn, p, qq;
(ii) for every i P rms, each sample σpiq “ pσpiq1 , . . . , σpiqn q P t˘1un is drawn independently according to
the distribution (4).
Notice that we only draw the graph G once in SIBM, and the samples tσp1q, . . . , σpmqu are drawn
independently from the Ising model on the same graph G. Our objective is to recover the underlying
partition (or the ground truth) ˘X from the samples tσp1q, . . . , σpmqu, and we would like to use the
smallest possible number of samples to guarantee the exact recovery of X up to a global sign. Below
we use the notation PSIBMpAq :“ EGrPσ|GpAqs for an event A, where the expectation EG is taken
with respect to the distribution given by SSBM. In other words, Pσ|G is the conditional distribution
of σ given a fixed G while PSIBM is the joint distribution of both σ and G. By definition, we have
PSIBMpσ “ σ¯q “ PSIBMpσ “ ´σ¯q for all σ¯ P t˘1un.
Definition 4 (Exact recovery in SIBM). Let pX,G, tσp1q , . . . , σpmquq „ SIBMpn, p, q, α, β,mq. We say
that exact recovery is solvable for SIBMpn, p, q, α, β,mq if there is an algorithm that takes tσp1q, . . . , σpmqu
as inputs and outputs Xˆ “ Xˆptσp1q, . . . , σpmquq such that
PSIBMpXˆ “ X or Xˆ “ ´Xq Ñ 1 as nÑ 8,
and we call PSIBMpXˆ “ X or Xˆ “ ´Xq the success probability of the recovery/decoding algorithm.
As mentioned above, we consider the regime of p “ a logpnq{n and q “ b logpnq{n, where a ą b ą 0
are constants. By definition, the ground truth X, the graph G and the samples tσp1q, . . . , σpmqu form a
Markov chain X Ñ GÑ tσp1q, . . . , σpmqu. Therefore, if we cannot recover X from G, then there is no
hope to recover X from tσp1q, . . . , σpmqu. Thus a necessary condition for the exact recovery in SIBM is?
a´?b ě ?2, and we will limit ourselves to this case throughout the paper.
Main Problem: For any a, b ą 0 such that ?a ´ ?b ą ?2 and any α, β ą 0, what is the smallest
sample size m˚ such that exact recovery is solvable for SIBMpn, a logpnq{n, b logpnq{n, α, β,m˚q?
It is this optimal sample size problem that we address—and resolve—in this paper. Our main results
read as follows.
5Theorem 1. For any a, b ą 0 such that ?a´?b ą ?2 and any α, β ą 0, let
β˚ :“ 1
2
log
a` b´ 2´
a
pa` b´ 2q2 ´ 4ab
2b
and m˚ :“ 2
Yβ˚
β
]
` 1. (6)
Case (i) when α ą bβ: If m ě m˚, then exact recovery is solvable in Opnq time for SIBMpn, a logpnq{n,
b logpnq{n, α, β,mq, and the recovery algorithm does not require knowledge of the parameters of SIBM. If
β˚{β is not an integer and m ă m˚, then the success probability of all recovery algorithms approaches 0
as nÑ8. If β˚{β is an integer and m ă m˚´2, then the success probability of all recovery algorithms
approaches 0 as nÑ8. Case (ii) when α ă bβ: Exact recovery of SIBMpn, a logpnq{n, b logpnq{n, α, β,mq
is not solvable for any m “ Oplog1{4pnqq, and in particular, it is not solvable for any constant m that
does not grow with n.
Note that the condition
?
a´?b ą ?2 guarantees that the term
a
pa` b´ 2q2 ´ 4ab in the definition
of β˚ is a real number. When α ą bβ and β˚{β is not an integer, the above theorem establishes a sharp
recovery threshold m˚ on the number of samples. It is worth mentioning that the threshold m˚ does not
depend on the value of the parameter α, as long as α satisfies α ą bβ. Below we present an equivalent
characterization of the recovery threshold in terms of β.
Theorem 2. Let a, b, α, β ą 0 be constants satisfying that ?a´?b ą ?2 and α ą bβ. Let
pX,G, tσp1q , . . . , σpmquq „ SIBMpn, a logpnq{n, b logpnq{n, α, β,mq.
If tm`1
2
uβ ą β˚, then there is an algorithm that recovers X from the samples in Opnq time with success
probability 1´ op1q, and this recovery algorithm does not require knowledge of the parameters of SIBM.
If tm`1
2
uβ ă β˚, then the success probability of any recovery algorithm is op1q.
Note that tm`1
2
uβ ą β˚ if and only if m ě 2
Y
β˚
β
]
` 1, so Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 give the same
threshold3. Apart from the results on the sharp recovery threshold, we also prove a structural result on
the distance between the samples and the ground truth X. For σ,X P t˘1un, we define
distpσ,Xq :“ |ti P rns : σi ‰ Xiu| and distpσ,˘Xq :“ minpdistpσ,Xq,distpσ,´Xqq.
Theorem 3. Let a, b, α, β ą 0 be constants satisfying that ?a ´ ?b ą ?2 and α ą bβ. Let m be a
constant integer that does not grow with n. Let
pX,G, tσp1q , . . . , σpmquq „ SIBMpn, a logpnq{n, b logpnq{n, α, β,mq.
Define gpβq :“ be2β`ae´2β
2
´ a`b
2
` 1. If β ą β˚, then
PSIBMpσpiq “ ˘X for all i P rmsq “ 1´ op1q.
If β ď β˚, then
PSIBMpdistpσpiq,˘Xq “ Θpngpβqq for all i P rmsq “ 1´ op1q.
One can show that (i) gpβq is a strictly decreasing function in r0, β˚s, (ii) gp0q “ 1 and (iii)
gpβ˚q “ 0. Therefore, 0 ă gpβq ă 1 when 0 ă β ă β˚. Thus Theorem 3 implies that for all β ď β˚,
distpσpiq,˘Xq “ opnq for all i P rms. In particular, for β “ β˚, distpσpiq,˘Xq “ Θp1q for all i P rms.
3We give a proof of the equivalence between the two inequalities: tm`1
2
uβ ą β˚ implies that β
˚
β
ă tm`1
2
u. The smallest
integer that is larger than β
˚
β
is tβ
˚
β
u`1, so tβ
˚
β
u`1 ď tm`1
2
u ď m`1
2
, and thusm ě 2
Y
β˚
β
]
`1. Now assumem ě 2
Y
β˚
β
]
`1,
then m´1
2
ě tβ
˚
β
u. Since the right hand side is an integer, we have tm`1
2
u “ tm´1
2
u ` 1 ě tβ
˚
β
u` 1 ą β
˚
β
.
6III. SKETCH OF THE PROOF
In this section, we illustrate the main ideas and explain the important steps in the proof of the main
results. The complete proofs are given in Section IV–IX. As the first step, we prove that for a ą b ą 0,
if α ą bβ, then all the samples are centered around ˘X with probability 1 ´ op1q; if α ă bβ, then all
the samples are centered around ˘1n. We use the concentration results for adjacency matrices of random
graphs with independent edges to prove this. Let A “ ApGq be the adjacency matrix of the graph G.
Then (4) can be written as
Pσ|Gpσ “ σ¯q “
1
ZGpα, βq exp
´1
2
σ¯
´`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘
A´ α logpnq
n
pJn ´ Inq
¯
σ¯T
¯
,
where Jn is the all one matrix and In is the identity matrix, both of size n ˆ n. Define a matrix
M :“ `β ` α logpnq
n
˘
ErA|Xs ´ α logpnq
n
pJn ´ Inq. Then we can further write (4) as
Pσ|Gpσ “ σ¯q “
1
ZGpα, βq exp
´1
2
σ¯Mσ¯T ` 1
2
`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘
σ¯pA´ ErA|Xsqσ¯T
¯
.
One can show that if α ą bβ, then σ¯Mσ¯T has two maximizers σ¯ “ ˘X, and if α ă bβ, then σ¯Mσ¯T
has two maximizers σ¯ “ ˘1n. Moreover, [LR15] and [HWX16] proved the concentration of A around
its expectation ErA|Xs in the sense that }A ´ ErA|Xs} “ Opalogpnqq with probability 1 ´ op1q, so
the error term above is bounded byˇˇˇ
ˇ12`β ` α logpnqn ˘σ¯pA´ ErA|Xsqσ¯T
ˇˇˇ
ˇ “ O`nalogpnq˘ for all σ¯ P t˘1un.
This allows us to prove that in both cases (no matter α ą bβ or α ă bβ), the Hamming distance between
the samples and the maximizers of σ¯Mσ¯T is upper bounded by 2n{ log1{3pnq “ opnq. More precisely,
if α ą bβ, then distpσpiq,˘Xq ă 2n{ log1{3pnq for all i P rms with probability 1 ´ op1q; if α ă bβ,
then distpσpiq,˘1nq ă 2n{ log1{3pnq for all i P rms with probability 1 ´ op1q; see Proposition 1 for a
rigorous proof. In the latter case, each sample only take
ř2n{ log1{3pnq
j“0
`
n
j
˘
values, so each sample contains
at most log2p
ř2n{ log1{3pnq
j“0
`
n
j
˘q “ Op log logpnq
log1{3pnq nq bits of information about X. On the other hand, X itself
is uniformly distributed over a set of
`
n
n{2
˘
vectors, so one needs at least log2
`
n
n{2
˘ “ Θpnq bits of
information to recover X. Thus if α ă bβ, then exact recovery of X requires at least Ωp log1{3pnq
log logpnqq ě
Ωplog1{4pnqq samples; see Proposition 2 for a rigorous proof.
For the rest of this section, we will focus on the case α ą bβ and establish the sharp threshold on
the sample complexity. We first analyze the typical behavior of one sample and explain how to prove
Theorem 3. Then we use the method developed for the one sample case to analyze the distribution
of multiple samples, which allows us to prove Theorem 2. Note that Theorem 1 follows directly from
Theorem 2.
A. Why is β˚ the threshold?
Let us analyze the one sample case, i.e., we take m “ 1. Theorem 3 implies that β˚ is a sharp
threshold for the event tσ “ ˘Xu, i.e., PSIBMpσ “ ˘Xq “ 1 ´ op1q if β is above this threshold and
PSIBMpσ “ ˘Xq “ op1q if β is below this threshold. We already know that PSIBM
`
distpσ,˘Xq ă
2n{ log1{3pnq˘ “ 1´ op1q. Therefore the following three statements are equivalent:
(1) PSIBMpσ “ ˘Xq has a sharp transitions from 0 to 1 at β˚.
(2) PSIBM
`
1 ď distpσ,˘Xq ă 2n{ log1{3pnq˘ has a sharp transitions from 1 to 0 at β˚.
(3)
PSIBMp1ďdistpσ,Xqă2n{ log1{3pnqq
PSIBMpσ“Xq has a sharp transitions from 8 (or ωp1q) to 0 at β˚.
7Statements (2) and (3) are equivalent because PSIBMpσ “ σ¯q “ PSIBMpσ “ ´σ¯q for all σ¯ P t˘1un. We
will show that the above three statements are further equivalent to
(4)
PSIBMpdistpσ,Xq“1q
PSIBMpσ“Xq has a sharp transitions from 8 (or ωp1q) to 0 at β˚.
We first prove (4) and then show that it is equivalent to statement (3). Instead of analyzing
PSIBMpdistpσ,Xq“1q
PSIBMpσ“Xq ,
we analyze
Pσ|Gpdistpσ,Xq“1q
Pσ|Gpσ“Xq for a typical graph G. To that end, we introduce some notation: For I Ď rns,
defineXp„Iq as the vector obtained by flipping the coordinates in I while keeping all the other coordinates
to be the same as X, i.e., X
p„Iq
i “ ´Xi for all i P I and Xp„Iqi “ Xi for all i R I . When I only
contains one element, e.g., I “ tiu, we write Xp„iq instead of Xp„tiuq. Then,
Pσ|Gpdistpσ,Xq “ 1q
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
“
nÿ
i“1
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„iqq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
.
Given the ground truth X, a graph G and a vertex i P rns, define
Ai “ AipGq :“ |tj P rnsztiu : ti, ju P EpGq,Xj “ Xiu|,
Bi “ BipGq :“ |tj P rnsztiu : ti, ju P EpGq,Xj “ ´Xiu|.
Then by (4), we have
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„iqq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
“ exp
´
2
`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘pBi ´Aiq ´ 2α logpnq
n
¯
“ p1` op1qq expp2βpBi ´Aiqq,
where the second equality holds with high probability because |Bi ´ Ai| “ Oplogpnqq with probability
1 ´ op1q. Note that Erexpp2βpBi ´ Aiqqs is essentially the moment generating function of Bi ´ Ai.
By definition, Ai „ Binompn2 ´ 1, a logpnqn q and Bi „ Binompn2 , b logpnqn q, and they are independent.
Therefore,
EGrexpp2βpBi ´Aiqqs “
´
1´ b logpnq
n
` b logpnq
n
e2β
¯n{2´
1´ a logpnq
n
` a logpnq
n
e´2β
¯n{2´1
“ exp
´ logpnq
2
pae´2β ` be2β ´ a´ bq ` op1q
¯
“ p1` op1qqngpβq´1,
where EG means that the expectation is taken over the randomness of G, and the function gpβq :“
be2β`ae´2β
2
´ a`b
2
` 1 is defined in Theorem 3. As a consequence,
EG
”Pσ|Gpdistpσ,Xq “ 1q
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
ı
“ p1` op1qq
nÿ
i“1
EGrexpp2βpBi ´Aiqqs “ p1` op1qqngpβq. (7)
One can show that gpβq is a convex function and takes minimum at β “ 1
4
log a
b
, so gpβq is strictly
decreasing in the interval p0, 1
4
log a
b
q. Furthermore, β˚ is a root of gpβq “ 0, and 0 ă β˚ ă 1
4
log a
b
,
so gpβq ą 0 for β ă β˚ and gpβq ă 0 for β˚ ă β ă 1
4
log a
b
. Taking this into the above equation, we
conclude that the expectation of
Pσ|Gpdistpσ,Xq“1q
Pσ|Gpσ“Xq has a sharp transition from ωp1q to op1q at β˚. This
at least intuitively explains why β˚ is the threshold. However, in order to formally establish statement
(4) above, we need to prove that this sharp transition happens for a typical graph G, not just for the
expectation. Moreover, gpβq is an increasing function in the interval β P p1
4
log a
b
,`8q, so the expectation
first decreases in the interval p0, 1
4
log a
b
s and then starts increasing. We will prove that there is a “cut-off”
effect when β ą 1
4
log a
b
, i.e., although the expectation becomes much larger than ngp
1
4
log a
b
q, for a typical
graph G, we always have
Pσ|Gpdistpσ,Xq “ 1q
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
“ Opngp 14 log ab qq “ op1q
8whenever β ą 1
4
log a
b
. Below we divide the proof into three cases: (i) β P p0, β˚s, (ii) β P pβ˚, 1
4
log a
b
s,
and (iii) β P p1
4
log a
b
,`8q. Case (ii) is the simplest case, and its proof is essentially an application of
Markov inequality, so we start with this case.
B. Proof for β P pβ˚, 1
4
log a
b
s: An application of Markov inequality
We know that gpβq ă 0 for β P pβ˚, 1
4
log a
b
s. By (7) and Markov inequality, for almost all4 G, we
have
Pσ|Gpdistpσ,Xq“1q
Pσ|Gpσ“Xq “ op1q. This proves that
PSIBMpdistpσ,Xq“1q
PSIBMpσ“Xq “ op1q in this interval. With a bit more
extra effort, let us also prove that
PSIBMp1ďdistpσ,Xqă2n{ log1{3pnqq
PSIBMpσ“Xq “ op1q. By definition,
Pσ|Gpdistpσ,Xq “ kq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
“
ÿ
IĎrns,|I|“k
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„Iqq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
.
Similarly to Ai and Bi, for a set I Ď rns, we define AI “ AIpGq :“ |tti, ju P EpGq : i P I, j P
rnszI,Xi “ Xju| and BI “ BIpGq :“ |tti, ju P EpGq : i P I, j P rnszI,Xi “ ´Xju|. Then by (4) one
can show that
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„Iqq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
ď exp
´
2
`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘pBI ´AIq¯ “ expp2pβ ` op1qqpBI ´AIqq.
Since we are only interested in the case |I| ă 2n{ log1{3pnq “ opnq, by definition we have AI „
Binomppn
2
´ opnqq|I|, a logpnq
n
q and BI „ Binomppn2 ´ opnqq|I|, b logpnqn q, and they are independent.
Therefore,
EGrexpp2pβ ` op1qqpBI ´AIqqs “ exp
´ |I| logpnq
2
pae´2β ` be2β ´ a´ b` op1qq
¯
“n|I|pgpβq´1`op1qq.
As a consequence,
EG
”Pσ|Gpdistpσ,Xq “ kq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
ı
ď
ÿ
IĎrns,|I|“k
nkpgpβq´1`op1qq “
ˆ
n
k
˙
nkpgpβq´1`op1qq ă nkpgpβq`op1qq. (8)
Then by Markov inequality, there is a set Gpkq such that P pG P Gpkqq “ 1 ´ nkgpβq{4 and for every
G P Gpkq, Pσ|Gpdistpσ,Xq“kq
Pσ|Gpσ“Xq ď nkgpβq{2. Let G “ X
2n{ log1{3pnq
k“1 G
pkq. By union bound, we have P pG P Gq ą
1´ř8k“1 nkgpβq{4 “ 1´op1q. Moreover, for everyG P G, Pσ|Gp1ďdistpσ,Xqă2n{ log1{3pnqqPσ|Gpσ“Xq ă ř8k“1 nkgpβq{2 “
op1q. This proves that PSIBMp1ďdistpσ,Xqă2n{ log1{3pnqq
PSIBMpσ“Xq “ op1q, and so PSIBMpσ “ ˘Xq “ 1 ´ op1q when
β P pβ˚, 1
4
log a
b
s.
C. Proof for β P p1
4
log a
b
,`8q: The “cut-off” effect
The analysis in this interval is more delicate. Since
Pσ|Gpdistpσ,Xq“1q
Pσ|Gpσ“Xq “ p1` op1qq
řn
i“1 expp2βpBi ´
Aiqq, we start with a more careful analysis of
řn
i“1 expp2βpBi´Aiqq. Since Bi´Ai takes integer value
between ´n{2 and n{2, we can use indicator functions to write
expp2βpBi ´Aiqq “
n{2ÿ
t logpnq“´n{2
1rBi ´Ai “ t logpnqs expp2βt logpnqq,
4By almost all G, we mean there is a set G such that P pG P Gq “ 1´ op1q and for every G P G certain property holds. The
probability P pG P Gq is calculated according to SSBM defined in Definition 1.
9where the quantity t logpnq ranges over all integer values from ´n{2 to n{2 in the summation. Define
DpG, tq :“ |ti P rns : Bi ´Ai “ t logpnqu| “
řn
i“1 1rBi ´Ai “ t logpnqs. Therefore,
nÿ
i“1
expp2βpBi ´Aiqq “
n{2ÿ
t logpnq“´n{2
DpG, tq expp2βt logpnqq. (9)
By Chernoff bound, we have P pBi ´ Ai ě 0q ď exp
`
logpnqp´ p
?
a´?bq2
2
` op1qq˘. Define G1 :“ tG :
Bi´Ai ă 0 @i P rnsu. Then by union bound, P pG R G1q ď exp
`
logpnqp1´ p
?
a´?bq2
2
` op1qq˘ “ op1q,
where the equality follows from the assumption that
?
a´?b ą ?2. For every G P G1, DpG, tq “ 0 for
all t ě 0, and so
nÿ
i“1
expp2βpBi ´Aiqq “
´1ÿ
t logpnq“´n{2
DpG, tq expp2βt logpnqq. (10)
This indicates that there is a “cut-off” effect at t ą 0, i.e., DpG, tq expp2βt logpnqq “ 0 for all positive
t with probability 1 ´ op1q, although its expectation can be very large, as we will show next. Define a
function
fβptq :“
a
t2 ` ab´ t` logpat2 ` ab` tq ´ logpbq˘´ a` b
2
` 1` 2βt.
Using Chernoff bound, one can show that
ErDpG, tq exp `2βt logpnq˘s ď exppfβptq logpnqq.
(Using a more careful analysis, one can show that this bound is tight up to a 1?
logpnq factor; see
Appendix B.) The function fβptq is a concave function and takes maximum value at t˚ “ be2β´ae´2β2 , and
its maximum value is fβpt˚q “ be2β`ae´2β2 ´ a`b2 ` 1 “ gpβq. Therefore, if we take expectation on both
sides of (9), then the sum on the right-hand side is concentrated on a small neighborhood of t˚. When
β ą 1
4
log a
b
, we have t˚ ą 0. Due to the “cut-off” effect at t ą 0, we have DpG, tq “ 0 for all t in the
neighborhood of t˚ with probability 1´ op1q, so the main contribution to the expectation comes from a
rare event G R G1. This explains why the behavior of a typical graph G deviates from the behavior of
the expectation. Since fβptq is a concave function, the sum Er
ř´1
t logpnq“´n{2DpG, tq expp2βt logpnqqs is
upper bounded by Oplogpnqqnfβp0q when t˚ ą 0. Notice that fβp0q “ gp14 log ab q “ 1 ´ p
?
a´?bq2
2
ă 0.
Now using (10) and Markov inequality, we conclude that
řn
i“1 expp2βpBi ´Aiqq “ op1q for almost all
G, and so
Pσ|Gpdistpσ,Xq“1q
Pσ|Gpσ“Xq “ op1q for almost all G. Thus we have shown that
PSIBMpdistpσ,Xq“1q
PSIBMpσ“Xq “ op1q
when β ą 1
4
log a
b
. The analysis of
PSIBMpdistpσ,Xq“kq
PSIBMpσ“Xq for 1 ď k ă 2n{ log1{3pnq is similar to the
analysis in Section III-B, and we do not repeat it here. By now we have given a sketched proof of
PSIBMpσ “ ˘Xq “ 1 ´ op1q when β ą β˚; see Section V for a rigorous proof. Next we move to the
case β ď β˚.
D. Proof for β ď β˚: Structural results and tight concentration
In the last inequality of (8), we use a coarse bound
`
n
k
˘ ă nk. Now let us use a tighter bound`
n
k
˘ ă nk{pk!q. For k ą ngpβq`δ , we have k! ą pk{eqk “ exppk logpkq ´ kq ą exppkpgpβq ` δq logpnq ´
kq “ nkpgpβq`δ´op1qq. Taking these into the last inequality of (8), we obtain that for all k ą ngpβq`δ ,
EG
”Pσ|Gpdistpσ,Xq “ kq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
ı
ď
ˆ
n
k
˙
nkpgpβq´1`op1qq ă nkpgpβq`op1qq{pk!q ă n´kpδ´op1qq.
This immediately implies that PSIBMpdistpσ,˘Xq ă ngpβq`δq “ 1´ op1q for any δ ą 0. Since gpβq ă 1
for all 0 ă β ď β˚, we have PSIBMpdistpσ,˘Xq ă nθq “ 1 ´ op1q for all θ P pgpβq, 1q. This
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improves upon the upper bound distpσ,˘Xq ă 2n{ log1{3pnq we obtained using spectral method at the
beginning of this section. More importantly, this allows us to prove a powerful structural result. (All the
discussions below are conditioning on the event distpσ,Xq ď n{2, i.e., σ is closer to X than to ´X.)
We say that j is a “bad” neighbor of vertex i if the edge ti, ju is connected in graph G and σj ‰ Xj .
Then there is an integer z ą 0 such that with probability 1 ´ op1q, every vertex has at most z “bad”
neighbors. Conditioning on the event every vertex has at most z “bad” neighbors, it is easy to show
that Pσ|Gpσi “ ´Xiq differs from expp2βpBi ´Aiqq by at most a constant factor expp4βzq. Therefore,
Eσ|Grdistpσ,Xqs “
řn
i“1 Pσ|Gpσi “ ´Xiq differs from
řn
i“1 expp2βpBi ´ Aiqq by at most a constant
factor for almost all G. We can further prove that the pairwise correlation of the events tσi “ ´Xiu
and tσj “ ´Xju is very small, so distpσ,Xq concentrates around its expectation. Thus we conclude
that distpσ,Xq differs from řni“1 expp2βpBi ´ Aiqq by at most a constant factor for almost all G. In
Section III-A (see (7)), we have shown that EGr
řn
i“1 expp2βpBi ´ Aiqqs “ p1 ` op1qqngpβq. Quite
surprisingly, when β ď β˚, we can prove a very tight concentration around the expectation: For almost
all graph G, we have
řn
i“1 expp2βpBi´Aiqq “ p1`op1qqngpβq; see Proposition 10 in Section VIII for a
proof. Combining this with the above analysis, we conclude that distpσ,Xq “ Θpngpβqq with probability
1´ op1q when β ď β˚. This completes the sketched proof of Theorem 3. See Sections VI–VIII for the
rigorous proof of the above arguments. As a final remark, we note that for the special case of β “ β˚,
Theorem 3 tells us that PSIBMpdistpσ,˘Xq “ Θp1qq “ 1´ op1q, but this is not sufficient for us to draw
any conclusion on PSIBMpσ “ ˘Xq. In Proposition 11 (see Section VIII) we prove that when β “ β˚,
PSIBMpσ “ ˘Xq ď 12p1` op1qq, where the op1q term goes to 0 as nÑ 8.
E. Multiple sample case: Proof of Theorem 2
Algorithm 1 LearnSIBM in Opnq time
Inputs: the samples σp1q, σp2q . . . , σpmq
Output: Xˆ
Step 1: Align all the samples with σp1q
1: for j “ 2, 3, . . . ,m do
2: if
řn
i“1 σ
p1q
i σ
pjq
i ă 0 then
3: σpjq Ð ´σpjq
4: end if
5: end for
Step 2: Majority vote at each coordinate
6: for i=1,2,. . . ,n do
7: Xˆi Ð signp
řm
j“1 σ
pjq
i q
8: Ź If řmj“1 σpjqi “ 0, assign Xˆi a random sign
9: end for
10: Output Xˆ
For the multiple-sample case, we prove that the above simple algorithm can recover X with probability
1´ op1q if and only if the Maximum Likelihood (ML) algorithm recovers X with probability 1´ op1q.
Notice that Algorithm 1 does not require knowledge of the parameters of SIBM. We already showed that
each sample is either very close to X or very close to ´X, so after the alignment step in Algorithm 1, all
the samples are either simultaneously aligned with X or simultaneously aligned with ´X. We assume the
former case. By the structural results discussed above, with probability 1´op1q, Pσ|Gpσpjqi “ ´Xiq differs
from expp2βpBi ´Aiqq by at most a constant factor for all j P rms. Since the samples are independent,
we further obtain that Pσ|Gp
řm
j“1 1rσpjqi “ ´Xis ě uq differs from expp2uβpBi ´ Aiqq by at most a
constant factor. Here uβ plays the role of β in the single-sample case. Therefore, if uβ ą β˚, then with
11
probability 1´op1q we have řmj“1 1rσpjqi “ ´Xis ď u´1, or equivalently, Xipřmj“1 σpjqi q ě m´2u`2
for all i P rns. In particular, if tm`1
2
uβ ą β˚, then Xip
řm
j“1 σ
pjq
i q ě m` 2´ 2tm`12 u ě 1 for all i P rns,
which implies that Xˆ “ X after the majority voting step in Algorithm 1. See Section VII for a rigorous
proof of the above argument.
The proof of the converse results, i.e., even ML algorithm cannot recover X with probability 1´ op1q
when tm`1
2
uβ ă β˚, also relies on the structural result and it is rather similar to the proof for β ď β˚
in the single-sample case. We refer the readers to Section IX for details.
IV. SAMPLES ARE CONCENTRATED AROUND ˘X OR ˘1n
In this section, we show that for a ą b, if α ą bβ, then all the samples produced by SIBMpn,
a logpnq{n, b logpnq{n, α, β,mq are very close to either X or ´X. More precisely, they differ from the
ground truth ˘X in at most 2n{ log1{3pnq coordinates. On the other hand, if α ă bβ, then the samples
differ from ˘1n in at most 2n{ log1{3pnq coordinates, where 1n is the all-one vector of length n. For the
latter case, we prove that the number of samples needed for exact recovery of X is at least Ωplog1{4pnqq.
Let A “ ApGq be the adjacency matrix of G. Then (4) can be written as
Pσ|Gpσ “ σ¯q “
1
ZGpα, βq exp
´β
2
σ¯Aσ¯T ´ α logpnq
2n
σ¯pJn ´ In ´Aqσ¯T
¯
“ 1
ZGpα, βq exp
´1
2
σ¯
´`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘
A´ α logpnq
n
pJn ´ Inq
¯
σ¯T
¯
,
where Jn is the all one matrix and In is the identity matrix, both of size n ˆ n. Conditioned on the
ground truth X, A´ErA|Xs is a symmetric matrix whose upper triangular part consists of independent
entries. According to Theorem 5.2 in [LR15] and/or Theorem 5 in [HWX16], both of which are built
upon the classical results in [FO05], the spectral norm of A´ErA|Xs is upper bounded by Opalogpnqq.
Theorem 4 (Theorem 5.2 in [LR15], Theorem 5 in [HWX16]). For any r ą 0, there exists c ą 0 such
that the spectral norm of A´ErA|Xs satisfies
P
`}A´ErA|Xs} ď calogpnq˘ ě 1´ n´r.
Define a matrix
M :“ `β ` α logpnq
n
˘
ErA|Xs ´ α logpnq
n
pJn ´ Inq.
Then we can further write (4) as
Pσ|Gpσ “ σ¯q “
1
ZGpα, βq exp
´1
2
σ¯Mσ¯T ` 1
2
`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘
σ¯pA´ ErA|Xsqσ¯T
¯
. (11)
By definition, all the diagonal entries of M are 0. For i ‰ j,
Mij “
# `
aβ ´ α` aα logpnq
n
˘ logpnq
n
if Xi “ Xj`
bβ ´ α` bα logpnq
n
˘ logpnq
n
if Xi ‰ Xj
.
Given σ¯ P t˘1un, let u “ upσ¯q :“ |ti P rns : Xi “ σ¯i “ 1u| and v “ vpσ¯q :“ |ti P rns : Xi “ σ¯i “ ´1u|.
Then |ti P rns : Xi “ 1, σ¯i “ ´1u| “ n{2´ u and |ti P rns : Xi “ ´1, σ¯i “ 1u| “ n{2´ v. Therefore,
1
2
σ¯Mσ¯T “1
2
´`n
2
´ 2u˘2 ` `n
2
´ 2v˘2¯paβ ´ αq logpnq
n
´ `n
2
´ 2u˘`n
2
´ 2v˘pbβ ´ αq logpnq
n
`Oplog2pnqq
“1
2
´`n
2
´ 2u˘2 ` `n
2
´ 2v˘2¯paβ ´ bβq logpnq
n
` 1
2
p2u´ 2vq2 pbβ ´ αq logpnq
n
`Oplog2pnqq.
(12)
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Notice that u and v take values between 0 and n{2. According to (11), the configuration σ¯ that maximizes
1
2
σ¯Mσ¯T is (roughly) the most likely output of the Ising model. Since we assume a ą b, the term
1
2
´`
n
2
´ 2u˘2 ` `n
2
´ 2v˘2¯ paβ´bβq logpnq
n
takes maximum at four points u, v P t0, n{2u. If bβ ă α, then
the second term 1
2
p2u´2vq2 pbβ´αq logpnq
n
takes maximum whenever u “ v, and if bβ ą α, then the second
term takes maximum when |u ´ v| “ n{2. To summarize, if bβ ă α, then 1
2
σ¯Mσ¯T takes maximum at
u “ v “ 0 and u “ v “ n{2, i.e., the two maximizers are σ¯ “ ˘X. If bβ ą α, then 1
2
σ¯Mσ¯T takes
maximum at pu “ 0, v “ n{2q and pu “ n{2, v “ 0q, i.e., the two maximizers are σ¯ “ ˘1n. Taking into
account the effect of the error term 1
2
`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘
σ¯pA ´ ErA|Xsqσ¯T in (11), we have the following
proposition:
Proposition 1. Let a ą b ą 0 and α, β ą 0 be constants. Let m be a positive integer that is upper
bounded by some polynomial of n. Let
pX,G, tσp1q , . . . , σpmquq „ SIBMpn, a logpnq{n, b logpnq{n, α, β,mq.
If bβ ă α, then for any (arbitrarily large) r ą 0, there exists n0prq such that for all even integers
n ą n0pδ, rq,
PSIBM
´
distpσpiq,˘Xq ă 2n{ log1{3pnq for all i P rms
¯
ě 1´ n´r.
If bβ ą α, then for any (arbitrarily large) r ą 0, there exists n0prq such that for all even integers
n ą n0pδ, rq,
PSIBM
´
distpσpiq,˘1nq ă 2n{ log1{3pnq for all i P rms
¯
ě 1´ n´r.
Proof. We only prove the case of bβ ă α as the proof of the other case is virtually identical. Since
A´ ErA|Xs is a symmetric matrix,
|σ¯pA´ ErA|Xsqσ¯T | ď }A´ ErA|Xs}σ¯σ¯T “ n}A´ ErA|Xs}
for every σ¯ P t˘1un. Therefore, by Theorem 4, for any r ą 0, there is c ą 0 such thatˇˇˇ
ˇ12`β ` α logpnqn ˘σ¯pA´ErA|Xsqσ¯T
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď cnalogpnq for all σ¯ P t˘1un (13)
with probability at least 1´ n´2r. Define the set
Γ :“
!
σ¯ P t˘1un : u ď n{ log1{3pnq, v ď n{ log1{3pnq
)
ď!
σ¯ P t˘1un : u ě n{2´ n{ log1{3pnq, v ě n{2´ n{ log1{3pnq
)
,
where the first set consists of σ¯’s that differ from ´X in at most 2n{ log1{3pnq coordinates, and the
second set consists of σ¯’s that differ from X in at most 2n{ log1{3pnq coordinates. Given a graph G
whose adjacency matrix satisfies (13), we will show that Pσ|Gpσ R Γq ă e´n. Since Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq ă 1,
it suffices to prove that
Pσ|GpσRΓq
Pσ|Gpσ“Xq ă e´n. Define another three sets
Γ1 :“
!
σ¯ P t˘1un : n{ log1{3pnq ă u ă n{2´ n{ log1{3pnq
)
Γ2 :“
!
σ¯ P t˘1un : n{ log1{3pnq ă v ă n{2´ n{ log1{3pnq
)
,
Γ3 :“
!
σ¯ P t˘1un : u ď n{ log1{3pnq, v ě n{2´ n{ log1{3pnq
)
ď!
σ¯ P t˘1un : u ě n{2´ n{ log1{3pnq, v ď n{ log1{3pnq
)
.
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It is easy to verify that Γc “ Γ1 Y Γ2 Y Γ3. Next we prove that for every G satisfying (13) and every
σ¯ P Γ1 Y Γ2 Y Γ3,
Pσ|Gpσ “ σ¯q
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
ă 2´ne´n. (14)
Together with the trivial upper bound |Γ1 Y Γ2 Y Γ3| ă 2n, this implies that Pσ|GpσRΓqPσ|Gpσ“Xq ă e´n.
We first prove (14) for σ¯ P Γ1. Observe that σ “ X corresponds to u “ v “ n{2. By (12), we have
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq “
1
ZGpα, βq exp
´1
2
XMXT `Opn
a
logpnqq
¯
“ 1
ZGpα, βq exp
´aβ ´ bβ
4
n logpnq `Opn
a
logpnqq
¯
.
(15)
On the other hand, if σ¯ P Γ1, then
pn
2
´ 2upσ¯qq2 ď pn
2
´ 2n{ log1{3pnqq2 “ n
2
4
´ 2n2{ log1{3pnq `Opn2{ log2{3pnqq.
Since bβ ´ α ă 0 and pn
2
´ 2vq2 ď n2
4
for all 0 ď v ď n{2, by (12) we have
1
2
σ¯Mσ¯T ď aβ ´ bβ
4
n logpnq ´ paβ ´ bβqn log2{3pnq `Opn log1{3pnqq,
and so
Pσ|Gpσ “ σ¯q ď
1
ZGpα, βq exp
´aβ ´ bβ
4
n logpnq ´ paβ ´ bβqn log2{3pnq `Opn
a
logpnqq
¯
.
Combining this with (15), we have
Pσ|Gpσ “ σ¯q
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
ď exp
´
´ paβ ´ bβqn log2{3pnq `Opn
a
logpnqq
¯
ă 2´ne´n
for all σ¯ P Γ1 and all G satisfying (13). The case of σ¯ P Γ2 can be proved in the same way.
For σ¯ P Γ3, we have
|upσ¯q ´ vpσ¯q| ą n{4
for large n. Since bβ ´ α ă 0, this implies that
1
2
p2upσ¯q ´ 2vpσ¯qq2 pbβ ´ αq logpnq
n
ă ´α´ bβ
8
n logpnq,
so
1
2
σ¯Mσ¯T ď aβ ´ bβ
4
n logpnq ´ α´ bβ
8
n logpnq.
Therefore,
Pσ|Gpσ “ σ¯q ď
1
ZGpα, βq exp
´aβ ´ bβ
4
n logpnq ´ α´ bβ
8
n logpnq `Opn
a
logpnqq
¯
.
Combining this with (15), we have
Pσ|Gpσ “ σ¯q
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
ď exp
´
´ α´ bβ
8
n logpnq `Opn
a
logpnqq
¯
ă 2´ne´n
for all σ¯ P Γ3 and all G satisfying (13).
Now we have shown that for a single sample σ produced by the SIBM, Pσ|Gpσ P Γq ě 1 ´ e´n
provided that G satisfies (13). By the union bound, for m independent samples σp1q, . . . , σpmq produced
by the SIBM, Pσ|Gpσp1q, . . . , σpmq P Γq ě 1 ´me´n provided that G satisfies (13). We also know that
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G satisfies (13) with probability at least 1 ´ n´2r, and by assumption m is upper bounded by some
polynomial of n. Therefore, the overall probability of σp1q, . . . , σpmq P Γ is at least 1 ´ n´r when n is
large enough. This completes the proof of the proposition.
Proposition 2. Let a ą b ą 0 and α, β ą 0 be constants. Let m be a positive integer that is upper
bounded by some polynomial of n. Let
pX,G, tσp1q , . . . , σpmquq „ SIBMpn, a logpnq{n, b logpnq{n, α, β,mq.
If α ă bβ, then it is not possible to recover X from the samples when m “ Oplog1{4pnqq.
Proof. First observe that there are
`
n
n{2
˘
balanced partitions, so one needs at least log2
`
n
n{2
˘ “ Θpnq
bits to recover X. By Proposition 1, with probability 1´ opn´4q, distpσpiq,˘1nq ă 2n{ log1{3pnq for all
i P rms. Therefore, each σpiq takes at most
T :“
2n{ log1{3pnqÿ
j“0
ˆ
n
j
˙
values, so each σpiq contains at most log2 T bits of information. Next we prove that log2 T “ Op log logpnqlog1{3pnq nq,
so we need at least Ωp log1{3pnq
log logpnqq samples to recover X, which proves the proposition.
In order to upper bound T , we define a binomial random variable Y „ Binompn, 1{2q. Then
T “ 2nP pY ď 2n{ log1{3pnqq “ 2nP pY ě n´ 2n{ log1{3pnqq.
The moment generating function of Y is p1
2
` 1
2
esqn. By Chernoff bound, for any s ą 0,
P pY ě n´ 2n{ log1{3pnqq ď p1
2
` 1
2
esqne´sne2sn{ log1{3pnq “ 2´np1` e´sqne2sn{ log1{3pnq.
As a consequence, for any s ą 0,
log2 T ď n
´
logp1` e´sq ` 2s
log1{3pnq
¯
.
Taking s “ log logpnq into this bound, we obtain that log2 T “ Op log logpnqlog1{3pnq nq.
V. σ “ ˘X WITH PROBABILITY 1´ op1q WHEN β ą β˚
Recall the definition of β˚ in (6).
Proposition 3. Let a, b, α, β ą 0 be constants satisfying that ?a´?b ą ?2, β ą β˚ and α ą bβ. Let
pX,G, σq „ SIBMpn, a logpnq{n, b logpnq{n, α, β, 1q. Then
PSIBMpσ “ X or σ “ ´Xq “ 1´ op1q.
We have proved in Proposition 1 that if α ą bβ, then distpσ,˘Xq ď 2n{ log1{3pnq with probability
1´op1q. For I Ď rns, define Xp„Iq as the vector obtained by flipping the coordinates in I while keeping
all the other coordinates to be the same as X, i.e., X
p„Iq
i “ ´Xi for all i P I and Xp„Iqi “ Xi for all
i R I . Then Proposition 1 tells us thatÿ
IĎrns, 2n{ log1{3pnqă|I|ăn´2n{ log1{3pnq
PSIBMpσ “ Xp„Iqq “ op1q.
By definition, PSIBMpσ “ σ¯q “ PSIBMpσ “ ´σ¯q for all σ¯ P t˘1un. Therefore,ÿ
IĎrns,1ď|I|ď2n{ log1{3pnq
PSIBMpσ “ ´Xp„Iqq “
ÿ
IĎrns,1ď|I|ď2n{ log1{3pnq
PSIBMpσ “ Xp„Iqq.
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As a consequence, to prove Proposition 3, we only need to show thatÿ
IĎrns,1ď|I|ď2n{ log1{3pnq
PSIBMpσ “ Xp„Iqq “ op1q.
This is further equivalent to proving that there exists a set G such that
(i) P pG P Gq “ 1 ´ op1q, where the probability is calculated according to the SSBMpn, a logpnq{n,
b logpnq{nq.
(ii) For every G P G, ÿ
IĎrns,1ď|I|ď2n{ log1{3pnq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„Iqq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
“ op1q.
In order to prove the existence of such a set G, we define two functions
gpβq :“ be
2β ` ae´2β
2
´ a` b
2
` 1,
g˜pβq :“
"
gpβq if β ă 1
4
log a
b
gp1
4
log a
b
q “ ?ab´ a`b
2
` 1 if β ě 1
4
log a
b
,
(16)
and we will prove in Lemma 1 below (see the end of Section V-A) that g˜pβq ă 0 under the conditions
of Proposition 3 (i.e.,
?
a´?b ą ?2 and β ą β˚). The existence of G is guaranteed by the following
proposition:
Proposition 4. Let a, b, α, β ą 0 be constants satisfying that ?a´?b ą ?2, β ą β˚ and α ą bβ. Let
pX,G, σq „ SIBMpn, a logpnq{n, b logpnq{n, α, β, 1q. There is an integer n0 such that for every even
integer n ą n0 and every integer 1 ď k ď 2n{ log1{3pnq, there is a set Gpkq for which
(i) P pG P Gpkqq ě 1´ 2nkg˜pβq{8 ,
(ii) For every G P Gpkq, ÿ
IĎrns,|I|“k
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„Iqq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
ă nkg˜pβq{2.
With the Gpkq’s given by Proposition 4, we define
G :“
2n{ log1{3pnqč
k“1
Gpkq.
By the union bound,
P pG P Gq ě 1´ 2
2n{ log1{3pnqÿ
k“1
nkg˜pβq{8 ą 1´ 2n
g˜pβq{8
1´ ng˜pβq{8 “ 1´ op1q,
where the last equality follows from g˜pβq ă 0. Moreover, for every G P G,
ÿ
IĎrns,1ď|I|ď2n{ log1{3pnq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„Iqq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
“
2n{ log1{3pnqÿ
k“1
ÿ
IĎrns,|I|“k
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„Iqq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
ă
2n{ log1{3pnqÿ
k“1
nkg˜pβq{2 ă n
g˜pβq{2
1´ ng˜pβq{2 “ op1q.
Thus we have shown that Proposition 3 is implied by Proposition 4. In the rest of this section, we will
prove the latter proposition. In Section V-A, we will prove Proposition 4 for the special case of k “ 1
to illustrate the basic idea of the proof. Then we prove Proposition 4 for general k in Section V-B.
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A. Proof of Proposition 4 for k “ 1
Given the ground truth X, a graph G and a vertex i P rns, define
Ai “ AipGq :“ |tj P rnsztiu : ti, ju P EpGq,Xj “ Xiu|,
Bi “ BipGq :“ |tj P rnsztiu : ti, ju P EpGq,Xj “ ´Xiu|.
(17)
Next we give an upper bound on P pBi ´Ai ě t logpnqq for t P r12 pb´ aq, 0s. We take the left boundary
to be 1
2
pb´ aq because ErBi´Ais
logpnq Ñ 12pb´ aq as nÑ8.
Proposition 5. For t P r1
2
pb´ aq, 0s,
P pBi ´Ai ě t logpnqq
ď exp
´
logpnq
´a
t2 ` ab´ t` logpat2 ` ab` tq ´ logpbq˘ ´ a` b
2
`O` logpnq
n
˘¯¯
.
(18)
Proof. By definition, Ai „ Binompn2´1, a logpnqn q and Bi „ Binompn2 , b logpnqn q, and they are independent.
The moment generating function of Bi ´Ai is
ErespBi´Aiqs “
´
1´ b logpnq
n
` b logpnq
n
es
¯n{2´
1´ a logpnq
n
` a logpnq
n
e´s
¯n{2´1
“ exp
´ logpnq
2
´
bes ´ b`O` logpnq
n
˘¯¯
exp
´ logpnq
2
´
ae´s ´ a`O` logpnq
n
˘¯¯
“ exp
´ logpnq
2
´
ae´s ` bes ´ a´ b`O` logpnq
n
˘¯¯
,
where we use the Taylor expansion logp1` xq “ x`Opx2q to obtain the second equality. By Chernoff
bound, for any s ě 0, we have
P pBi ´Ai ě t logpnqq ď Ere
spBi´Aiqs
est logpnq
ď exp
´ logpnq
2
´
ae´s ` bes ´ 2st´ a´ b`O` logpnq
n
˘¯¯
.
(19)
Let fpsq :“ ae´s ` bes ´ 2st. We want to find minsě0 fpsq to plug into the above upper bound.
Since f 1psq “ ´ae´s ` bes ´ 2t and f2psq “ ae´s ` bes ą 0, fpsq is a convex function and takes
global minimum at s˚ such that f 1ps˚q “ 0. Next we show that s˚ ě 0 for all t ě 1
2
pb ´ aq, so
minsě0 fpsq “ fps˚q. Indeed, this follows directly from the facts that f 1p0q “ b´ a´ 2t ď 0 “ f 1ps˚q
and that f 1psq is an increasing function. Taking s˚ “ logp?t2 ` ab ` tq ´ logpbq into (19), we obtain
(18) for all t P r1
2
pb´ aq, 0s and large enough n.
Note that Ai and Bi are functions of the underlying graph G. Given a graph G, define
D˜pGq :“ |ti P rns : Bi ´Ai ě 0u| and D˜ipGq :“ 1rBi ´Ai ě 0s,
where 1r¨s is the indicator function. Then D˜pGq “ řni“1 D˜ipGq and
ErD˜pGqs “
nÿ
i“1
ErD˜ipGqs “
nÿ
i“1
P pBi ´Ai ě 0q.
Taking t “ 0 into (18), we have P pBi ´Ai ě 0q ď exp
`
logpnqp´ p
?
a´?bq2
2
` op1qq˘. Therefore,
ErD˜pGqs ď n exp
´
logpnq`´ p?a´
?
bq2
2
` op1q˘¯ “ n1´ p?a´?bq22 `op1q.
By Markov inequality,
P
`
D˜pGq “ 0˘ “ 1´ P `D˜pGq ě 1˘ ě 1´ ErD˜pGqs ě 1´ n1´ p?a´?bq22 `op1q. (20)
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Since
?
a´?b ą ?2, we have P `D˜pGq “ 0˘ “ 1´ op1q.
Let Xp„iq be the vector obtained by flipping the ith coordinate of X while keeping all the other
coordinates to be the same, i.e., X
p„iq
i “ ´Xi and Xp„iqj “ Xj for all j ‰ i. Next we calculate the ratiořn
i“1 Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„iqq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
.
By (4), we have
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„iqq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
“ exp
´
2
`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘pBi ´Aiq ´ 2α logpnq
n
¯
ď exp
´
2
`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘pBi ´Aiq¯.
Since Bi ´Ai takes integer value between ´n{2 and n{2, we can use indicator functions to write
exp
´
2
`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘pBi ´Aiq¯
“
n{2ÿ
t logpnq“´n{2
1rBi ´Ai “ t logpnqs exp
´
2
`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘
t logpnq
¯
,
where the quantity t logpnq ranges over all integer values from ´n{2 to n{2 in the summation on the
second line. Define DpG, tq :“ |ti P rns : Bi ´Ai “ t logpnqu| and notice that DpG, tq “
řn
i“1 1rBi ´
Ai “ t logpnqs. Therefore,řn
i“1 Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„iqq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
ď
nÿ
i“1
exp
´
2
`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘pBi ´Aiq¯
“
nÿ
i“1
n{2ÿ
t logpnq“´n{2
1rBi ´Ai “ t logpnqs exp
´
2
`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘
t logpnq
¯
“
n{2ÿ
t logpnq“´n{2
DpG, tq exp
´
2
`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘
t logpnq
¯
(21)
Define a set
G1 :“ tG : D˜pGq “ 0u.
By (20), P pG P G1q “ 1´ op1q. By definition of D˜pGq, G P G1 implies that DpG, tq “ 0 for all t ě 0.
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Therefore, for G P G1, we haveřn
i“1 Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„iqq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
ď
´1ÿ
t logpnq“´n{2
DpG, tq exp
´
2
`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘
t logpnq
¯
paq
ď
´1ÿ
t logpnq“´n{2
DpG, tq exp `2βt logpnq˘
“
t b´a
2
logpnquÿ
t logpnq“´n{2
DpG, tq exp `2βt logpnq˘` ´1ÿ
t logpnq“r b´a
2
logpnqs
DpG, tq exp `2βt logpnq˘
ď
t b´a
2
logpnquÿ
t logpnq“´n{2
DpG, tq exp `βpb´ aq logpnq˘` ´1ÿ
t logpnq“r b´a
2
logpnqs
DpG, tq exp `2βt logpnq˘
pbq
ďn exp `βpb´ aq logpnq˘` ´1ÿ
t logpnq“r b´a
2
logpnqs
DpG, tq exp `2βt logpnq˘,
(22)
where inequality paq holds because t logpnq only takes negative values in the summation, and inequality
pbq follows from the trivial upper bound řt b´a2 logpnqu
t logpnq“´n{2DpG, tq ď n. Define a function
fβptq :“
a
t2 ` ab´ t` logpat2 ` ab` tq ´ logpbq˘´ a` b
2
` 1` 2βt. (23)
Then for t P r1
2
pb´ aq, 0s, we have
ErDpG, tq exp `2βt logpnq˘s
“
nÿ
i“1
Er1rBi ´Ai “ t logpnqss exp
`
2βt logpnq˘
“
nÿ
i“1
P
`
Bi ´Ai “ t logpnq
˘
exp
`
2βt logpnq˘
ď
nÿ
i“1
P
`
Bi ´Ai ě t logpnq
˘
exp
`
2βt logpnq˘
ď
nÿ
i“1
exp
´
logpnq
´a
t2 ` ab´ t` logpat2 ` ab` tq ´ logpbq˘´ a` b
2
` 2βt` op1q
¯¯
“nfβptq`op1q,
where the second inequality follows from (18). For ǫ ą 0, define a set
Gpǫq :“
$&
%
´1ÿ
t logpnq“r b´a
2
logpnqs
DpG, tq exp `2βt logpnq˘ ď ´1ÿ
t logpnq“r b´a
2
logpnqs
nfβptq`ǫ
,.
- .
Then by Markov inequality,
P pG P Gpǫqq ě 1´ n´pǫ´op1qq ą 1´ n´ǫ{2 (24)
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for large n and positive ǫ. Using (22), we obtain that for G P G1 X Gpǫq,řn
i“1 Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„iqq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
ď n exp `βpb´ aq logpnq˘` ´1ÿ
t logpnq“r b´a
2
logpnqs
nfβptq`ǫ
“ nfβppb´aq{2q `
´1ÿ
t logpnq“r b´a
2
logpnqs
nfβptq`ǫ,
(25)
where the equality follows from the fact that fβp12pb ´ aqq “ βpb ´ aq ` 1. Recall the definitions of
the functions gpβq and g˜pβq in (16). By Lemma 2 below, we have fβptq ď g˜pβq ă 0 for all t ď 0.
Combining this with (25), we obtain that for G P G1 X Gpǫq,řn
i“1 Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„iqq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
ď ng˜pβq `
´1ÿ
t logpnq“r b´a
2
logpnqs
ng˜pβq`ǫ
ď ng˜pβq`ǫ`a´ b
2
logpnq ` 1˘ ă ng˜pβq`2ǫ
(26)
for large n and positive ǫ. Let ǫ “ ´g˜pβq{4 ą 0 and define
Gp1q :“ G1 X Gp´g˜pβq{4q.
By (26), for G P Gp1q we have řn
i“1 Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„iqq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
ă ng˜pβq{2.
By (20) and (24),
P pG P Gp1qq ě 1´ ng˜pβq{8 ´ n1´ p
?
a´?bq2
2
`op1q ą 1´ 2ng˜pβq{8,
where the last inequality follows from the fact that 1´ p
?
a´?bq2
2
ď g˜pβq ă g˜pβq{8 ă 0. This completes
the proof of Proposition 4 for the special case of k “ 1. Next we prove the two auxiliary lemmas used
above.
Lemma 1 (Elementary properties of β˚ defined in (6)). Let gpβq and g˜pβq be the functions defined in
(16). Assume that
?
a´?b ą ?2. Then,
(i) The equation gpβq “ 0 has two roots, and the smaller one of them is β˚.
(ii) Denote the other root as β1. Then β˚ ă 1
4
log a
b
ă β1.
(iii) gpβq ă 0 for all β˚ ă β ď 1
4
log a
b
.
(iv) g˜pβq ă 0 for all β ą β˚.
(v) g˜pβq is a decreasing function in r0,`8q.
(vi) g˜pβq ă 1 for all β ą 0.
Proof. Proof of (i): We write x “ e2β . Then gpβq “ 0 can be written as bx2 ´ pa ` b´ 2qx ` a “ 0.
This quadratic equation has two roots if and only if pa` b´ 2q2 ´ 4ab ą 0, which is guaranteed by the
assumption
?
a´?b ą ?2. The two roots of bx2´pa` b´2qx`a “ 0 are x˚ “ a`b´2´
?
pa`b´2q2´4ab
2b
and x1 “ a`b´2`
?
pa`b´2q2´4ab
2b
. Therefore, β˚ “ 1
2
logpx˚q and β1 “ 1
2
logpx1q. Proof of (ii): Since
x˚x1 “ a
b
“ paa
b
q2, we have x˚ ă aa
b
ă x1, so β˚ ă 1
4
log a
b
ă β1. Proof of (iii): Since b ą 0,
bx2´ pa` b´ 2qx` a ă 0 if and only if x˚ ă x ă x1. Therefore, gpβq ă 0 if and only if β˚ ă β ă β1.
This implies (iii). Proof of (iv): (iv) follows directly from (iii). Proof of (v): g1pβq “ be2β ´ ae´2β , so
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g1pβq ă 0 for 0 ď β ă 1
4
log a
b
, and gpβq takes minimum value at β “ 1
4
log a
b
. This implies (v). Proof
of (vi): (vi) follows directly from (v) and the fact that g˜p0q “ 1.
Lemma 2. Let fβptq be the function defined in (23). If a ą b ą 0, then fβptq ď g˜pβq for all t ď 0. If?
a´?b ą ?2 and β ą β˚, then we further have fβptq ď g˜pβq ă 0 for all t ď 0.
Proof. The first and second derivatives are f 1βptq “ ´ logp
?
t2 ` ab ` tq ` logpbq ` 2β and f2βptq “
´ 1?
t2`ab ă 0. Therefore fβptq is a concave function and takes global maximum at t˚ such that f 1βpt˚q “ 0.
Simple calculation shows that
t˚ “ be
2β ´ ae´2β
2
and fβpt˚q “ be
2β ` ae´2β
2
´ a` b
2
` 1 “ gpβq.
We divide the proof into two cases. Case 1: If β ě 1
4
log a
b
, then t˚ ě 0. Since fβptq is an increasing
function for t ď t˚, we have fβptq ď fβp0q “
?
ab´ a`b
2
` 1 for all t ď 0. Case 2: If β ă 1
4
log a
b
, then
we simply use the global maximum fβpt˚q to upper bound fβptq, i.e., fβptq ď fβpt˚q “ gpβq for all t.
Combining these two cases, we have fβptq ď g˜pβq for all t ď 0 as long as a ą b ą 0. If
?
a´?b ą ?2
and β ą β˚, then by property (iv) of Lemma 1 we further have fβptq ď g˜pβq ă 0 for all t ď 0.
B. Proof of Proposition 4 for general k
Recall that for I Ď rns, we define Xp„Iq as the vector obtained by flipping the coordinates in I while
keeping all the other coordinates to be the same as X, i.e., X
p„Iq
i “ ´Xi for all i P I and Xp„Iqi “ Xi
for all i R I . We want to bound the ratio
ÿ
IĎrns:|I|“k
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„Iqq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
for all k ď 2n{ log1{3pnq. To that end, for I Ď rns, define the positive and negative parts of I as
I` :“ ti P I : Xi “ `1u and I´ :“ ti P I : Xi “ ´1u,
and define
∇I :“ tti, ju : i P I, j P rnszIu.
We further define
∇I` :“ tti, ju P ∇I : Xi “ Xju and ∇I´ :“ tti, ju P ∇I : Xi “ ´Xju.
Then
|∇I`| “ |I`|pn
2
´ |I`|q ` |I´|pn
2
´ |I´|q “ n
2
|I| ´ |I`|2 ´ |I´|2,
|∇I´| “ |I`|pn
2
´ |I´|q ` |I´|pn
2
´ |I`|q “ n
2
|I| ´ 2|I`||I´|.
(27)
Given a graph G, define
AI “ AIpGq :“ |tti, ju P ∇I X EpGq : Xi “ Xju|,
BI “ BIpGq :“ |tti, ju P ∇I XEpGq : Xi “ ´Xju|.
Proposition 6. For t P r1
2
pb´ aq, 0s and |I| ď 2n{ log1{3pnq,
P pBI ´AI ě t|I| logpnqq
ď exp
´
|I| logpnq
´a
t2 ` ab´ t` logpat2 ` ab` tq ´ logpbq˘ ´ a` b
2
`Oplog´1{3pnqq
¯¯
.
(28)
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Proof. By definition, AI „ Binomp|∇I`|, a logpnqn q and BI „ Binomp|∇I´|, b logpnqn q, and they are
independent. For s ą 0, the moment generating function of BI ´ AI for |I| ď 2n{ log1{3pnq can be
bounded from above as follows:
ErespBI´AIqs
“
´
1´ b logpnq
n
` b logpnq
n
es
¯n|I|{2´2|I`||I´|´
1´ a logpnq
n
` a logpnq
n
e´s
¯n|I|{2´|I`|2´|I´|2
ď
´
1´ b logpnq
n
` b logpnq
n
es
¯n|I|{2´
1´ a logpnq
n
` a logpnq
n
e´s
¯n|I|{2´|I|2
ď exp
´ |I| logpnq
2
pae´s ` bes ´ a´ b` 2a|I|
n
q ` |I|Op log
2pnq
n
q
¯
“ exp
´ |I| logpnq
2
pae´s ` bes ´ a´ b`Oplog´1{3pnqqq
¯
,
where the first inequality follows from 1 ´ b logpnq
n
` b logpnq
n
es ą 1 and 1 ´ a logpnq
n
` a logpnq
n
e´s ă 1;
in the second inequality we use the Taylor expansion logp1` xq “ x`Opx2q; the last equality follows
from the assumption that |I| ď 2n{ log1{3pnq. By Chernoff bound, for s ą 0, we have
P pBI ´AI ě t|I| logpnqq ď Ere
spBI´AIqs
est|I| logpnq
ď exp
´
I logpnq
2
`
ae´s ` bes ´ 2st´ a´ b`Oplog´1{3pnqq˘¯.
The rest of the proof is to find s˚ to minimize ae´s ` bes ´ 2st and take s˚ into the above bound. This
is exactly the same as the proof of (18), and we do not repeat it here.
Given a graph G, define
D˜pkqpGq :“ |tI Ď rns, |I| “ k : BI ´AI ě 0u| and D˜IpGq :“ 1rBI ´AI ě 0s.
Then D˜pkqpGq “ řIĎrns,|I|“k D˜IpGq and
ErD˜pkqpGqs “
ÿ
IĎrns,|I|“k
ErD˜IpGqs “
ÿ
IĎrns,|I|“k
P pBI ´AI ě 0q.
Taking t “ 0 into (28), we have P pBI ´AI ě 0q ď exp
`|I| logpnqp´ p?a´?bq2
2
` op1qq˘. Therefore,
ErD˜pkqpGqs ď
ˆ
n
k
˙
exp
´
k logpnq`´ p?a´
?
bq2
2
` op1q˘¯
ďnk exp
´
k logpnq`´ p?a´
?
bq2
2
` op1q˘¯ “ nkp1´ p?a´?bq22 `op1qq.
By Markov inequality,
P
`
D˜pkqpGq “ 0˘ “ 1´ P `D˜pkqpGq ě 1˘ ě 1´ ErD˜pkqpGqs ě 1´ nkp1´ p?a´?bq22 `op1qq. (29)
Since
?
a´?b ą ?2, we have P `D˜pkqpGq “ 0˘ “ 1´ op1q.
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By (4), we have
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„Iqq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
“ exp
´
β
ÿ
ti,juPEpGq
pXp„Iqi Xp„Iqj ´XiXjq ´
α logpnq
n
ÿ
ti,juREpGq
pXp„Iqi Xp„Iqj ´XiXjq
¯
paq“ exp
´
´ 2β
ÿ
ti,juPEpGq
XiXj1rti, ju P ∇Is ` 2α logpnq
n
ÿ
ti,juREpGq
XiXj1rti, ju P ∇Is
¯
“ exp
´
´ 2βpAI ´BIq ` 2α logpnq
n
`p|∇I`| ´AIq ´ p|∇I´| ´BIq˘¯
pbq“ exp
´
2
`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘pBI ´AIq ´ 2α logpnq
n
p|I`| ´ |I´|q2
¯
ď exp
´
2
`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘pBI ´AIq¯,
(30)
where paq follows from the fact that Xp„Iqi Xp„Iqj “ ´XiXj if ti, ju P ∇I and Xp„Iqi Xp„Iqj “ XiXj if
ti, ju R ∇I; and pbq follows from (27). Since BI ´AI takes integer value between ´|I|n{2 and |I|n{2,
we can use indicator functions to write
exp
´
2
`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘pBI ´AIq¯
“
|I|n{2ÿ
t|I| logpnq“´|I|n{2
1rBI ´AI “ t|I| logpnqs exp
´
2
`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘
t|I| logpnq
¯
,
where the quantity t|I| logpnq ranges over all integer values from ´|I|n{2 to |I|n{2 in the summation
on the second line. Define DpkqpG, tq :“ |tI Ď rns, |I| “ k : BI ´ AI “ tk logpnqu| and notice that
DpkqpG, tq “ řIĎrns,|I|“k 1rBI ´AI “ tk logpnqs. Therefore,
ÿ
IĎrns,|I|“k
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„Iqq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
ď
ÿ
IĎrns,|I|“k
exp
´
2
`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘pBI ´AIq¯
“
ÿ
IĎrns,|I|“k
kn{2ÿ
tk logpnq“´kn{2
1rBI ´AI “ tk logpnqs exp
´
2
`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘
tk logpnq
¯
“
kn{2ÿ
tk logpnq“´kn{2
DpkqpG, tq exp
´
2
`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘
tk logpnq
¯
Define a set
G
pkq
1 :“ tG : D˜pkqpGq “ 0u. (31)
By (29), P pG P Gpkq1 q “ 1 ´ op1q. By definition of D˜pkqpGq, G P Gpkq1 implies that DpkqpG, tq “ 0 for
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all t ě 0. Therefore, for G P Gpkq1 , we haveÿ
IĎrns,|I|“k
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„Iqq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
ď
´1ÿ
tk logpnq“´kn{2
DpkqpG, tq exp
´
2
`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘
tk logpnq
¯
paq
ď
´1ÿ
tk logpnq“´kn{2
DpkqpG, tq exp `2βtk logpnq˘
“
t b´a
2
k logpnquÿ
tk logpnq“´kn{2
DpkqpG, tq exp `2βtk logpnq˘
`
´1ÿ
tk logpnq“r b´a
2
k logpnqs
DpkqpG, tq exp `2βtk logpnq˘
ď
t b´a
2
k logpnquÿ
tk logpnq“´kn{2
DpkqpG, tq exp `βpb´ aqk logpnq˘
`
´1ÿ
tk logpnq“r b´a
2
k logpnqs
DpkqpG, tq exp `2βtk logpnq˘
pbq
ď
ˆ
n
k
˙
exp
`
βpb´ aqk logpnq˘` ´1ÿ
tk logpnq“r b´a
2
k logpnqs
DpkqpG, tq exp `2βtk logpnq˘,
(32)
where inequality paq holds because tk logpnq only takes negative values in the summation, and inequality
pbq follows from the trivial upper bound řt b´a2 k logpnqu
tk logpnq“´kn{2D
pkqpG, tq ď `n
k
˘
.
Recall the function fβptq defined in (23). Then for t P r12pb´ aq, 0s, we have
ErDpkqpG, tq exp `2βtk logpnq˘s
“
ÿ
IĎrns,|I|“k
Er1rBI ´AI “ tk logpnqss exp
`
2βtk logpnq˘
“
ÿ
IĎrns,|I|“k
P
`
BI ´AI “ tk logpnq
˘
exp
`
2βtk logpnq˘
ď
ÿ
IĎrns,|I|“k
P
`
BI ´AI ě tk logpnq
˘
exp
`
2βtk logpnq˘
ď
ÿ
IĎrns,|I|“k
exp
´
k logpnq
´a
t2 ` ab´ t` logpat2 ` ab` tq ´ logpbq˘ ´ a` b
2
` 2βt` op1q
¯¯
“
ˆ
n
k
˙
nkpfβptq´1`op1qq,
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where the second inequality follows from (28). For ǫ ą 0, define a set
Gpkqpǫq :“
$&
%
´1ÿ
tk logpnq“r b´a
2
k logpnqs
DpkqpG, tq exp `2βtk logpnq˘
ď
´1ÿ
tk logpnq“r b´a
2
k logpnqs
ˆ
n
k
˙
nkpfβptq´1`ǫq
,.
- .
(33)
Then by Markov inequality,
P pG P Gpkqpǫqq ě 1´ n´kpǫ´op1qq ą 1´ n´kǫ{2 (34)
for large n and positive ǫ. Using (32), we obtain that for G P Gpkq1 X Gpkqpǫq,ÿ
IĎrns,|I|“k
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„Iqq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
ď
ˆ
n
k
˙
exp
`
βpb´ aqk logpnq˘` ´1ÿ
tk logpnq“r b´a
2
k logpnqs
ˆ
n
k
˙
nkpfβptq´1`ǫq
“
ˆ
n
k
˙
nkpfβppb´aq{2q´1q `
´1ÿ
tk logpnq“r b´a
2
k logpnqs
ˆ
n
k
˙
nkpfβptq´1`ǫq,
(35)
where the equality follows from the fact that fβp12 pb ´ aqq “ βpb ´ aq ` 1. Recall the function g˜pβq
defined in (16), and recall from Lemma 2 that fβptq ď g˜pβq ă 0 for all t ď 0. Using this in (35) together
with the fact
`
n
k
˘ ă nk, we obtain that for G P Gpkq1 X Gpkqpǫq,
ÿ
IĎrns,|I|“k
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„Iqq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
ď nkg˜pβq `
´1ÿ
tk logpnq“r b´a
2
k logpnqs
nkpg˜pβq`ǫq
ď nkpg˜pβq`ǫq
´a´ b
2
logpnkq ` 1
¯
ă nkpg˜pβq`2ǫq
(36)
for large n and positive ǫ. Let ǫ “ ´g˜pβq{4 ą 0 and define
Gpkq :“ Gpkq1 X Gpkqp´g˜pβq{4q.
By (36), for G P Gpkq we have
ÿ
IĎrns,|I|“k
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„Iqq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
ă nkg˜pβq{2.
By (29), (31) and (34),
P pG P Gpkqq ě 1´ nkg˜pβq{8 ´ nkp1´ p
?
a´?bq2
2
`op1qq ą 1´ 2nkg˜pβq{8,
where the last inequality follows from the fact that 1´ p
?
a´?bq2
2
ď g˜pβq ă g˜pβq{8 ă 0.
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VI. SAMPLES DIFFER FROM ˘X IN Opnθq COORDINATES FOR SOME θ ă 1 WHEN β ď β˚
Proposition 7 (Refinement of Proposition 1). Let a, b, α, β ą 0 be constants satisfying that ?a´?b ą?
2, α ą bβ and β ď β˚. Let m be a constant integer that is independent of n. Let
pX,G, tσp1q , . . . , σpmquq „ SIBMpn, a logpnq{n, b logpnq{n, α, β,mq.
Then for any (arbitrarily small) δ ą 0 and any (arbitrarily large) r ą 0, there exists n0pδ, rq such that
for all even integers n ą n0pδ, rq,
PSIBM
´
distpσpiq,˘Xq ă ngpβq`δ for all i P rms
¯
ě 1´ n´r.
By Lemma 1 (vi), we know that gpβq ă 1 for all 0 ă β ď β˚, so we can always choose a δ ą 0 such
that gpβq ` δ ă 1. Then Proposition 7 implies that when β ď β˚, with probability 1´ op1q all samples
differ from ˘X in Opnθq coordinates for some θ ă 1.
Since we assume that m is a constant that is independent of n, we only need to prove Proposition 7
for the special case of m “ 1, and the case of general values of m follows immediately from this special
case. Proposition 1 tells us that if α ą bβ, then distpσ,˘Xq ď 2n{ log1{3pnq with probability 1´ n´2r
for any given r ą 0 and large enough n. Also note that
ÿ
IĎrns, ngpβq`δď|I|ď2n{ log1{3pnq
Pσ|Gpσ “ ´Xp„Iqq
Pσ|Gpσ “ ´Xq
“
ÿ
IĎrns, ngpβq`δď|I|ď2n{ log1{3pnq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„Iqq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
.
Therefore, to prove Proposition 7, we only need to show that given r ą 0, there exists a set Gδ such
that the following two conditions hold for large enough n: (i) P pG P Gδq ě 1´n´2r, and (ii) For every
G P Gδ, ÿ
IĎrns, ngpβq`δď|I|ď2n{ log1{3pnq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„Iqq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
ď n´2r.
The existence of Gδ is guaranteed by the following proposition:
Proposition 8. Let a, b, α, β ą 0 be constants satisfying that ?a´?b ą ?2 and α ą bβ. Let
pX,G, σq „ SIBMpn, a logpnq{n, b logpnq{n, α, β, 1q.
For any δ ą 0, there exists n0pδq such that for every even integer n ą n0pδq and every integer ngpβq`δ ď
k ď 2n{ log1{3pnq, there is a set Gpkqδ for which
(i) P pG P Gpkqδ q ě 1´ 2n´kδ
1
, where δ1 :“ minp δ
8
,
p?a´?bq2
4
´ 1
2
q ą 0.
(ii) For every G P Gpkqδ , ÿ
IĎrns,|I|“k
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„Iqq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
ă n´kδ{4.
With the G
pkq
δ ’s given by Proposition 8, we define
Gδ :“
2n{ log1{3pnqč
k“ngpβq`δ
G
pkq
δ .
By the union bound,
P pG P Gδq ě 1´ 2
2n{ log1{3pnqÿ
k“ngpβq`δ
n´kδ
1 ą 1´ 2
`8ÿ
k“r4r{δ1s
n´kδ
1 ě 1´ 2n
´4r
1´ n´δ1 ą 1´ n
´2r
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for large enough n. Moreover, for every G P Gδ and large enough n,
ÿ
IĎrns, ngpβq`δď|I|ď2n{ log1{3pnq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„Iqq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
“
2n{ log1{3pnqÿ
k“ngpβq`δ
ÿ
IĎrns,|I|“k
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„Iqq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
ă
2n{ log1{3pnqÿ
k“ngpβq`δ
n´kδ{4 ă
`8ÿ
k“r16r{δs
n´kδ{4 ď n
´4r
1´ n´δ{4 ă n
´2r.
Thus we have shown that Proposition 7 is implied by Proposition 8. Now we are left to prove the latter
proposition. It turns out that all we need for the proof of Proposition 8 is a tighter inequality than (36).
Recall that we obtain (36) from (35) by using a coarse upper bound
`
n
k
˘ ă nk. Here we use a tighter
upper bound
`
n
k
˘ ă nk{pk!q in (35) and obtain that for G P Gpkq1 X Gpkqpǫq, (see the definitions of Gpkq1
and Gpkqpǫq in (31) and (33))
ÿ
IĎrns,|I|“k
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„Iqq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
ă pk!q´1nkfβppb´aq{2q `
´1ÿ
tk logpnq“r b´a
2
k logpnqs
pk!q´1nkpfβptq`ǫq
ď pk!q´1nkgpβq `
´1ÿ
tk logpnq“r b´a
2
k logpnqs
pk!q´1nkpgpβq`ǫq
ď pk!q´1nkpgpβq`ǫq
´a´ b
2
logpnkq ` 1
¯
ă pk!q´1nkpgpβq`2ǫq,
(37)
where the second inequality holds because fβptq ď g˜pβq ď gpβq for all t ď 0 (see Lemma 2), and the
last inequality holds for positive ǫ and large n. It is well known that5 k! ą pk{eqk for all positive integer
k. Therefore, for k ą ngpβq`δ, we have
k! ą pk{eqk “ exppk logpkq ´ kq ą exppkpgpβq ` δq logpnq ´ kq “ nkpgpβq`δ´op1qq
Taking this into (37), we obtain that G P Gpkq1 X Gpkqpǫq,ÿ
IĎrns,|I|“k
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„Iqq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
ă nkp2ǫ´δ`op1qq ă nkp3ǫ´δq
for positive ǫ and large n. Let ǫ “ δ{4 and define
G
pkq
δ :“ Gpkq1 X Gpkqpδ{4q.
Then for G P Gpkqδ we have ÿ
IĎrns,|I|“k
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„Iqq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
ă n´kδ{4.
By (29), (31) and (34),
P pG P Gpkqδ q ě 1´ n´kδ{8 ´ nkp1´
p?a´?bq2
2
`op1qq
ě 1´ n´kδ{8 ´ nkp 12´ p
?
a´?bq2
4
q ą 1´ 2n´kδ1 ,
where the second inequality follows from 1 ´ p
?
a´?bq2
2
ă 0, and the last inequality follows from the
definition δ1 “ minp δ
8
,
p?a´?bq2
4
´ 1
2
q.
5We know from the Taylor expansion that ex ą xk{pk!q for any x ą 0. Taking x “ k gives us k! ą pk{eqk.
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VII. EXACT RECOVERY IN Opnq TIME WHEN tm`1
2
uβ ą β˚
In this section, we prove that Algorithm 1 in Section III-E is able to learn SIBMpn, a logpnq{n,
b logpnq{n, α, β,mq as long as ?a´?b ą ?2, α ą bβ and tm`1
2
uβ ą β˚, where β˚ is defined in (6).
Proposition 9. Let a, b, α, β ą 0 be constants satisfying that ?a´?b ą ?2 and α ą bβ. Let m be an
integer such that tm`1
2
uβ ą β˚. Let
pX,G, tσp1q , . . . , σpmquq „ SIBMpn, a logpnq{n, b logpnq{n, α, β,mq.
Let Xˆ “ LearnSIBMpσp1q, . . . , σpmqq be the output of Algorithm 1. Then
P pXˆ “ X or Xˆ “ ´Xq “ 1´ op1q.
By Proposition 3, if β ą β˚, then σ “ ˘X with probability 1 ´ op1q, so m “ 1 sample suffices for
recovery. In the rest of this section, we will focus on the case β ď β˚.
In Proposition 7 (or Proposition 1), we have shown that distpσpiq,˘Xq “ opnq for all i P rms with
probability 1 ´ Opn´rq for any constant r ą 0, but it is possible that σp1q is close to X while σp2q
is close to ´X. Step 1 (the alignment step) in the above algorithm eliminates such possibility: After
the alignment step, with probability 1 ´ Opn´rq only the following two scenarios will happen: Either
distpσpiq,Xq “ opnq for all i P rms or distpσpiq,´Xq “ opnq for all i P rms. Without loss of generality,
we assume the former case, i.e., we assume that distpσpiq,Xq ď n{2 for all i P rms, and in the rest of
this section we will prove that Algorithm 1 outputs Xˆ “ X with probability 1´ op1q.
Given the ground truth X, the graph G and a vertex i P rns, define the neighbors of i in G as
NipGq :“ tj P rnsztiu : ti, ju P EpGqu. (38)
Given a sample σ P t˘1un and a graph G, we define the set of “bad” neighbors of the vertex i in G as
Ωipσ,Gq :“ tj P NipGq : σj ‰ Xju.
Given a vertex i P rns, a graph G and an integer z ą 0, we also define
ΛipG, zq :“ tσ P t˘1un : |Ωipσ,Gq| ă zu,
i.e., ΛipG, zq consists of all the samples for which the number of “bad” neighbors of the vertex i in G
is less than z.
Lemma 3. Let a, b, α, β ą 0 be constants satisfying that ?a ´?b ą ?2, α ą bβ and β ď β˚. Given
any r ą 0, there exists an integer z ą 0 such that for large enough n and every i P rns,
PSIBMpσ P ΛipG, zq|distpσ,Xq ď n{2q ą 1´ n´r. (39)
Proof. The proof of this lemma is similar to the proof of Proposition 4.6 in [MNS16]. The event tσ R
ΛipG, zqu can be written as
tσ R ΛipG, zqu “ t|Ωipσ,Gq| ě zu “
ď
I˜Ďrnsztiu,|I˜|“z
tI˜ Ď Ωipσ,Gqu. (40)
Given a subset I˜ Ď rnsztiu, the event tI˜ Ď Ωipσ,Gqu is the intersection of two events tσj ‰
Xj for all j P I˜u and ti P NjpGq for all j P I˜u.
We start with the analysis of the first event. In Proposition 7, we have shown that for any δ ą 0 and
any r1 ą 0, there exists n0pδ, r1q such that for all even integers n ą n0pδ, r1q,
PSIBM
´
distpσ,˘Xq ď ngpβq`δ
¯
ě 1´ n´r1 .
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By Lemma 1 (vi), we know that gpβq ă 1 for all 0 ă β ď β˚, so we can always choose a δ ą 0 such
that gpβq ` δ ă 1. Let θ :“ gpβq ` δ ă 1. Then for large enough n,
PSIBM
´
distpσ,˘Xq ď nθ
¯
ě 1´ n´r1 .
This in particular implies that
PSIBM
´
distpσ,Xq ď nθ|distpσ,Xq ď n{2
¯
ě 1´ n´r1 .
Moreover, Lemma 7 in Appendix A (see inequality (55)) tells us that
PSIBMpσj “ ´Xj for all j P I˜
ˇˇ
distpσ,Xq ď nθq ď
´ nθ
n{2´ |I˜|
¯|I˜|
for all I˜ Ď rns.
Therefore, for any subset I˜ Ď rnsztiu with size |I˜| “ z, we have
PSIBMpσj ‰ Xj for all j P I˜|distpσ,Xq ď n{2q ď Opn´p1´θqzq `Opn´r1q.
Taking r1 ą p1´ θqz gives us
PSIBMpσj ‰ Xj for all j P I˜|distpσ,Xq ď n{2q ď Opn´p1´θqzq. (41)
Given r ą 0, we will prove (39) for any integer z ě r`1
1´θ . Now condition on the event tσj ‰
Xj for all j P I˜u. By Lemma 9 in Appendix A, with probability 1 ´ op1q each vertex j P I˜ has at
most Oplogpnqq neighbors in rns` :“ tv P rns : Xv “ `1u and at most Oplogpnqq neighbors in
rns´ :“ tv P rns : Xv “ ´1u. Conditioned on the number of neighbors in rns` (respectively, rns´), the
neighbors of each vertex j P I˜ are uniformly distributed in rns` (respectively, rns´). Therefore,
P pi P NjpGqq “ O
´ logpnq
n
¯
and P pi P NjpGq for all j P I˜q “ O
´ logzpnq
nz
¯
.
Combining this with (41), we have
PSIBMpI˜ Ď Ωipσ,Gqq “ Opn´p2´θqz logzpnqq.
Finally, combining this with (40) and the union bound, we have
PSIBM
`
σ R ΛipG, zq|distpσ,Xq ď n{2
˘ ď nzOpn´p2´θqz logzpnqq “ Opn´p1´θqz logzpnqq
ď Opn´r´1 logzpnqq ă n´r
for large enough n. This completes the proof of the lemma.
We define two subsets of NipGq with the same labeling and the opposite labeling as
Ni,`pGq :“ tj P NipGq : Xj “ Xiu and Ni,´pGq :“ tj P NipGq : Xj “ ´Xiu,
respectively. Recall that in (17), we defined Ai “ AipGq :“ |Ni,`pGq| and Bi “ BipGq :“ |Ni,´pGq|.
Also recall that at the beginning of Section V-B, we defined Xp„Iq as the vector obtained by flipping the
coordinates in I Ď rns while keeping all the other coordinates the same as X. By definition, Xp„Iq P
ΛipG, zq if and only if |I XNipGq| ă z.
Lemma 4. Let 0 ă θ ă 1 be some constant. Then for large enough n we have
exp
´
2
`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘pBi ´Ai ´ 2zq¯ ď Pσ|Gpσi “ ´Xi, σ P ΛipG, zq,distpσ,Xq ď nθq
Pσ|Gpσi “ Xi, σ P ΛipG, zq,distpσ,Xq ď nθq
ď exp
´
2
`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘pBi ´Ai ` 2zq¯
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Proof. We only need to show that for every I P rnsztiu with size |I| ď nθ such that Xp„Iq P ΛipG, zq,
exp
´
2
`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘pBi ´Ai ´ 2zq¯ ď Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„pIYtiuqqq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„Iqq
ď exp
´
2
`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘pBi ´Ai ` 2zq¯.
(42)
Define
A1i :“ Ai ´ |I XNi,`pGq| ` |I XNi,´pGq| and B1i :“ Bi ´ |I XNi,´pGq| ` |I XNi,`pGq|.
Since Xp„Iq P ΛipG, zq, we have |I XNipGq| ď z ´ 1. Therefore,
Bi ´Ai ´ p2z ´ 2q ď B1i ´A1i ď Bi ´Ai ` p2z ´ 2q. (43)
By (4), we have
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„pIYtiuqqq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„Iqq
“ exp
´
2βpB1i ´A1iq ´
2α logpnq
n
´
pn
2
´Bi `Opnθqq ´ pn
2
´Ai `Opnθqq
¯¯
“ exp
´
2βpB1i ´A1iq `
2α logpnq
n
pBi ´Aiq ` op1q
¯
Taking (43) into this equation gives us (42) and completes the proof.
We further define
ΛpG, zq :“
nč
i“1
ΛipG, zq.
The following corollary follows immediately from Lemma 3 and the union bound.
Corollary 1. Let a, b, α, β ą 0 be constants satisfying that ?a ´ ?b ą ?2 and α ą bβ. Given any
r ą 0, there exists an integer z ą 0 such that for large enough n,
PSIBMpσ P ΛpG, zq|distpσ,Xq ď n{2q ą 1´ n´2r.
Equivalently, for any r ą 0, there is an integer z ą 0 and a set Ggood such that
(i) P pG P Ggoodq ě 1´Opn´rq.
(ii) For every G P Ggood,
Pσ|G
`
σ P ΛpG, zqˇˇ distpσ,Xq ď n{2˘ “ 1´Opn´rq.
Proof. We only explain why the first statement implies the second one. Define a set
Gbad :“
 
G : Pσ|G
`
σ R ΛpG, zqˇˇ distpσ,Xq ď n{2˘ ą n´r(.
Then by the first statement and the Markov inequality, P pG P Gbadq ď n´r. Therefore, the second
statement follows by taking Ggood to be the complement of Gbad.
Now we are ready to prove Proposition 9.
Proof of Proposition 9. Recall that σp1q, . . . , σpmq are the samples of SIBM. At the beginning of this
section, we have shown that after the alignment step in Algorithm 1, with probability 1´Opn´rq for any
constant r ą 0 only the following two scenarios will happen: Either distpσpjq,Xq “ opnq for all j P rms
or distpσpjq,´Xq “ opnq for all j P rms. Without loss of generality, we assume the former case, i.e.,
we assume that distpσpjq,Xq ď n{2 for all j P rms.
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Corollary 1 together with Proposition 7 implies that there is an integer z ą 0 and a set Ggood such that
(i) P pG P Ggoodq ě 1´Opn´4q.
(ii) For every G P Ggood, conditioning on the event distpσpjq,Xq ď n{2 for all j P rms,
Pσ|G
`
σpjq P ΛpG, zq and distpσpjq,Xq ď nθ for all j P rms˘ “ 1´Opn´4q, (44)
where we can choose θ to be any constant in the open interval pgpβq, 1q. By Lemma 4,
Pσ|Gpσpjqi ‰ Xpjqi
ˇˇ
σpjq P ΛpG, zq,distpσpjq,Xq ď nθq ď exp
´
2
`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘pBi ´Ai ` 2zq¯
for all i P rns and all j P rms. For i P rns, define
Φi :“ |tj P rms : σpjqi ‰ Xpjqi u|
as the number of samples for which σ
pjq
i ‰ Xpjqi . For an integer u P rms, we have
tΦi ě uu “
ď
JĎrms,|J |“u
tσpjqi ‰ Xpjqi for all j P J u.
Therefore, by the union bound,
Pσ|GpΦi ě u
ˇˇ
σpjq P ΛpG, zq,distpσpjq,Xq ď nθ for all j P rmsq
ď
ˆ
m
u
˙
exp
´
2u
`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘pBi ´Ai ` 2zq¯ for all i P rns.
Combining this with (44), we obtain that for every G P Ggood, conditioning on the event distpσpjq,Xq ď
n{2 for all j P rms,
Pσ|G
`
Φi ě u
˘ ď ˆm
u
˙
exp
´
2u
`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘pBi ´Ai ` 2zq¯ `Opn´4q.
Using the union bound, we have
Pσ|G
`Di s.t. Φi ě u˘ ď C nÿ
i“1
exp
´
2u
`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘pBi ´Aiq¯` op1q,
where C :“ `m
u
˘
expp4upβ ` αqzq is a constant. In Section V-A, we have shown that if β ą β˚, then
there is a set Gp1q such that (i) P pG P Gp1qq “ 1´ op1q; (ii) for every G P Gp1q,
nÿ
i“1
exp
´
2
`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘pBi ´Aiq¯ “ op1q.
More precisely, we proved that for every G P Gp1q,
ř
n
i“1 Pσ|Gpσ“Xp„iqq
Pσ|Gpσ“Xq “ op1q by first using the upper
bound
ř
n
i“1 Pσ|Gpσ“Xp„iqq
Pσ|Gpσ“Xq ď
řn
i“1 exp
´
2
`
β` α logpnq
n
˘pBi´Aiq¯ in (21) and then proving the right-hand
side is op1q. This immediately implies that if uβ ą β˚, then for every G P Gp1q X Ggood, conditioning
on the event distpσpjq,Xq ď n{2 for all j P rms,
Pσ|G
`Di s.t. Φi ě u˘ ď C nÿ
i“1
exp
´
2u
`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘pBi ´Aiq¯` op1q “ op1q.
Since P pG P Gp1q X Ggoodq “ 1´ op1q, we conclude that PSIBM
`
Φi ď u´ 1 for all i P rns
˘ “ 1´ op1q
conditioning on the event distpσpjq,Xq ď n{2 for all j P rms.
By assumption we have tm`1
2
uβ ą β˚. Therefore, conditioning on the event distpσpjq,Xq ď n{2 for
all j P rms, we have Φi ď tm´12 u for all i P rns with probability 1 ´ op1q. As a consequence, after the
majority voting step in Algorithm 1, Xˆi “ Xi for all i P rns with probability 1 ´ op1q. This completes
the proof of Proposition 9.
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VIII. SAMPLES DIFFER FROM ˘X IN Θpngpβqq COORDINATES WHEN β ď β˚
Recall the definitions of Ai and Bi in previous sections; see the beginning of Section V-A. By definition,
Ai „ Binompn2 ´ 1, a logpnqn q and Bi „ Binompn2 , b logpnqn q, and they are independent. Also note that Ai
and Bi are functions of the underlying graph G.
Proposition 10. Let pX,Gq „ SSBMpn, a logpnq{n, b logpnq{nq, where ?a ´ ?b ą ?2. Suppose that
0 ă β ď β˚. Then there is a set Gcon such that (i) P pG P Gconq “ 1´ op1q and (ii) for every G P Gcon,
nÿ
i“1
exp
`
2βpBi ´Aiq
˘ “ p1` op1qqngpβq.
Proof. Let G1 :“ tG : Bi ´ Ai ă 0 for all i P rnsu. By (20), we have P pG P G1q “ 1 ´ op1q. We will
prove that
E
” nÿ
i“1
exp
`
2βpBi ´Aiq
˘ ˇˇˇ
G P G1
ı
“ p1` op1qqngpβq, (45)
Var
” nÿ
i“1
exp
`
2βpBi ´Aiq
˘ ˇˇˇ
G P G1
ı
“ opngpβqq. (46)
Then the proposition follows immediately from Chebyshev’s inequality and the fact that gpβq ě 0 when
0 ă β ď β˚ (see Lemma 1).
In Proposition 14 (see Appendix B), we prove (45) for 0 ă β ă 1
4
log a
b
. By Lemma 1, β˚ ă 1
4
log a
b
,
so (45) holds for 0 ă β ď β˚. Now we are left to prove (46). Observe that
Var
” nÿ
i“1
exp
`
2βpBi ´Aiq
˘ ˇˇˇ
G P G1
ı
“
nÿ
i“1
Var
“
exp
`
2βpBi ´Aiq
˘ ˇˇ
G P G1
‰
`
ÿ
i,jPrns,i‰j
Covpexp `2βpBi ´Aiq˘, exp `2βpBj ´Ajq˘ ˇˇ G P G1q
ď
nÿ
i“1
E
“
exp
`
4βpBi ´Aiq
˘ ˇˇ
G P G1
‰
`
ÿ
i,jPrns,i‰j
Covpexp `2βpBi ´Aiq˘, exp `2βpBj ´Ajq˘ ˇˇ G P G1q.
(47)
By Corollary 2 in Appendix B, for all β ą 0 we have
nÿ
i“1
Erexp `4βpBi ´Aiq˘ˇˇG P G1s “ Opng˜p2βqq.
By Lemma 1, g˜pβq is a decreasing function, and it is strictly decreasing when β ď β˚ ă 1
4
log a
b
.
Therefore, gpβq “ g˜pβq ą g˜p2βq whenever β ď β˚. As a consequence,
nÿ
i“1
Erexp `4βpBi ´Aiq˘ˇˇG P G1s ă opngpβqq. (48)
Now we are left to bound the covariance of exp
`
2βpBi´Aiq
˘
and exp
`
2βpBj´Ajq
˘
for i ‰ j. Define
ξij “ ξijpGq :“ 1rti, ju P EpGqs as the indicator function of the edge ti, ju connected in graph G. Now
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suppose that6 Xi ‰ Xj . Then we can decompose Bi and Bj as Bi “ B1i` ξij and Bj “ B1j ` ξij, where
both B1i and B
1
j have distribution Binompn2 ´ 1, b logpnqn q, and the five random variables Ai, Aj , B1i, B1j
and ξij are independent. Therefore,
Covpexp `2βpBi ´Aiq˘, exp `2βpBj ´Ajq˘q
“Erexp `2βpBi ´Ai `Bj ´Ajq˘s ´ Erexp `2βpBi ´Aiq˘sErexp `2βpBj ´Ajq˘s
“Erexp `2βpB1i ´Aiq˘sErexp `2βpB1j ´Ajq˘s´Erexpp4βξijqs ´ `Erexpp2βξijqs˘2¯
“Erexp `2βpB1i ´Aiq˘sErexp `2βpB1j ´Ajq˘s´
1´ b logpnq
n
` b logpnq
n
e4β ´
´
1´ b logpnq
n
` b logpnq
n
e2β
¯2¯
“Θ
´ logpnq
n
¯
Erexp `2βpB1i ´Aiq˘sErexp `2βpB1j ´Ajq˘s
“Θ
´ logpnq
n
¯
Erexp `2βpBi ´Aiq˘sErexp `2βpBj ´Ajq˘s,
where the last equality holds because exp
`
2βpB1i´Aiq
˘
differs from exp
`
2βpBi´Aiq
˘
by a factor of at
most e2β . By (65) in Appendix B, E
“
exp
`
2βpBi ´Aiq
˘ ˇˇ
G P G1
‰ “ p1` op1qqE“ exp `2βpBi ´Aiq˘‰
when 0 ă β ď β˚. Similarly, one can also show that Erexp `2βpBi ´ Ai ` Bj ´ Ajq˘ ˇˇ G P G1s “
p1` op1qqErexp `2βpBi ´Ai `Bj ´Ajq˘s when 0 ă β ď β˚. Therefore,
Cov
`
exp
`
2βpBi ´Aiq
˘
, exp
`
2βpBj ´Ajq
˘ ˇˇ
G P G1
˘
“p1` op1qqCov ` exp `2βpBi ´Aiq˘, exp `2βpBj ´Ajq˘˘
“Θ
´ logpnq
n
¯
Erexp `2βpBi ´Aiq˘sErexp `2βpBj ´Ajq˘s.
As a consequence, ÿ
i,jPrns,i‰j
Cov
`
exp
`
2βpBi ´Aiq
˘
, exp
`
2βpBj ´Ajq
˘ ˇˇ
G P G1
˘
“Θ
´ logpnq
n
¯ ÿ
i,jPrns,i‰j
´
Erexp `2βpBi ´Aiq˘sErexp `2βpBj ´Ajq˘s¯
ďΘ
´ logpnq
n
¯´ nÿ
i“1
Erexp `2βpBi ´Aiq˘s¯2
paq“Θpn2gpβq´1 logpnqq
pbq“opngpβqq
where equality paq follows from (59), and pbq follows from gpβq ă 1 when 0 ă β ď β˚; see Lemma 1
(vi). Finally, (46) follows immediately from this bound and (47)–(48).
Remark 2. One might wonder why we use the conditional expectation and variance to prove Proposi-
tion 10 instead of using the unconditional ones. By (59) in Appendix B,
E
” nÿ
i“1
exp
`
2βpBi ´Aiq
˘ı “ p1` op1qqngpβq
for all β. This gives us the same estimate as the conditional expectation in (45). However, the uncon-
ditional variance can be much larger than the conditional one in (46). Recall from (47) that we use
6The case of Xi “ Xj can be handled in the same way.
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řn
i“1Erexp
`
4βpBi´Aiq
˘s to bound the variance. By Corollary 2 in Appendix B, for the unconditional
case this sum is of order Θpngp2βqq while for the conditional case it is of order Opng˜p2βqq. One can
show that if β ď β˚, then we always have gpβq ą g˜p2βq. However, it is possible that gp2βq ą gpβq. In
particular, when β “ β˚, we have gpβ˚q “ 0, i.e., the expectation (both conditional and unconditional)
is of order Θp1q, but it is possible that gp2β˚q ą 0, i.e., the unconditional variance is ωp1q.
Theorem 5. Let a, b, α, β ą 0 be constants satisfying that ?a ´ ?b ą ?2, α ą bβ and 0 ă β ď β˚.
Let pX,G, σq „ SIBMpn, a logpnq{n, b logpnq{n, α, β, 1q. Then
PSIBMpdistpσ,˘Xq “ Θpngpβqqq “ 1´ op1q.
Proof. We prove the following equivalent form:
PSIBMpdistpσ,Xq “ Θpngpβqq
ˇˇ
distpσ,Xq ď n{2q “ 1´ op1q.
Corollary 1 together with Proposition 7 implies that there is an integer z ą 0 and a set Ggood such that
(i) P pG P Ggoodq ě 1´Opn´4q.
(ii) For every G P Ggood,
Pσ|G
`
σ P ΛpG, zq and distpσ,Xq ď nθ ˇˇ distpσ,Xq ď n{2˘ “ 1´Opn´4q, (49)
where we can choose θ to be any constant in the open interval pg˜pβq, 1q. By Lemma 4 we know that for
all i P rns, Pσ|Gpσi ‰ Xi
ˇˇ
σ P ΛpG, zq,distpσ,Xq ď nθq differ from exp
´
2
`
β` α logpnq
n
˘pBi´Aiq¯ by at
most a constant factor. Since |Bi´Ai| “ Oplogpnqq with probability 1´op1q, the term α logpnqn pBi´Aiq “
op1q and is negligible. Thus we conclude that
C exp
`
2βpBi ´Aiq
˘ ď Pσ|Gpσi ‰ Xi ˇˇσ P ΛpG, zq,distpσ,Xq ď nθq ď C exp `2βpBi ´Aiq˘
for all i P rns, where C and C are constants that are independent of n. In fact, we obtained a much
stronger inequality (42) in the proof of Lemma 4. More precisely, inequality (42) can be reformulated
as follows: For every σ¯ P t˘1un such that σ¯ P ΛpG, zq and distpσ¯,Xq ď nθ,
C exp
`
2βpBi ´Aiq
˘ ď Pσ|Gpσi ‰ Xi ˇˇσj “ σ¯j for all j ‰ iq ď C exp `2βpBi ´Aiq˘. (50)
In some sense, it tells us that conditioning on the event tσ P ΛpG, zq,distpσ,Xq ď nθu, the random
variables σ1, . . . , σn are “almost” independent. Now define φi :“ 1rσi ‰ Xis for i P rns, and we want to
estimate distpσ,Xq “ řni“1 φi. Given a fixed graph G and a random sample σ, we will define Bernoulli
random variables S1, . . . , Sn and S1, . . . , Sn satisfying the following conditions:
1) S1, . . . , Sn are conditionally independent given the event tσ P ΛpG, zq,distpσ,Xq ď nθu. S1, . . . , Sn
are also conditionally independent given the event tσ P ΛpG, zq,distpσ,Xq ď nθu.
2) Si ď φi ď Si for all i P rns.
3) Conditioning on the event tσ P ΛpG, zq,distpσ,Xq ď nθu, P pSi “ 1q “ C exp
`
2βpBi ´ Aiq
˘
and
P pSi “ 1q “ C exp
`
2βpBi ´Aiq
˘
for all i P rns.
We will postpone the definition of random variables S1, . . . , Sn and S1, . . . , Sn to the end of this proof.
For now let us assume the existence of these random variables and prove the theorem. By property 3),
conditioning on the event tσ P ΛpG, zq,distpσ,Xq ď nθu, we have
ErS1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Sns “ C
nÿ
i“1
exp
`
2βpBi ´Aiq
˘
, VarpS1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Snq ď C
nÿ
i“1
exp
`
2βpBi ´Aiq
˘
,
ErS1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Sns “ C
nÿ
i“1
exp
`
2βpBi ´Aiq
˘
, VarpS1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Snq ď C
nÿ
i“1
exp
`
2βpBi ´Aiq
˘
,
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where we use the fact that the variance of a Bernoulli random variable is always upper bounded by its
expectation. By Proposition 10, for all G P Ggood X Gcon, we have
ErS1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Sns “ Θpngpβqq, VarpS1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Snq “ Opngpβqq,
ErS1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Sns “ Θpngpβqq, VarpS1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Snq “ Opngpβqq
conditioning on the event tσ P ΛpG, zq,distpσ,Xq ď nθu. Since gpβq ě 0 for all 0 ă β ď β˚, by
Chebyshev’s inequality we know that both S1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Sn “ Θpngpβqq and S1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Sn “ Θpngpβqq
with probability 1´ op1q conditioning on the event tσ P ΛpG, zq,distpσ,Xq ď nθu. Since Si ď φi ď Si
for all i P rns, we also have distpσ,Xq “ Θpngpβqq with probability 1´ op1q conditioning on the event
tσ P ΛpG, zq,distpσ,Xq ď nθu. Combining this with (49), we obtain that for every G P Ggood X Gcon,
distpσ,Xq “ Θpngpβqq with probability 1´op1q conditioning on tdistpσ,Xq ď n{2u. Finally, the theorem
follows from P pG P Ggood X Gconq “ 1´ op1q.
Now we are left to define Bernoulli random variables S1, . . . , Sn and S1, . . . , Sn. First we define
some auxiliary random variables. For i P rns, let Ri “ Ripφ1, . . . , φi´1, φi`1, . . . , φn, Gq be a Bernoulli
random variable with parameter
min
´ C exp `2βpBi ´Aiq˘
Pσ|Gpφi “ 1|φ1, . . . , φi´1, φi`1, . . . , φnq
, 1
¯
,
and let Ri “ Ripφ1, . . . , φi´1, φi`1, . . . , φn, Gq be a Bernoulli random variable with parameter
min
´ 1´ C exp `2βpBi ´Aiq˘
Pσ|Gpφi “ 0|φ1, . . . , φi´1, φi`1, . . . , φnq
, 1
¯
.
Furthermore, let both Ri and Ri be independent of φi. For i P rns, define
Si “ φiRi and Si “ 1´ p1´ φiqRi.
Property 2) above directly follows from this definition. Now condition on the event tσ P ΛpG, zq,distpσ,Xq ď
nθu. By (50), one can see that no matter what values φ1, . . . , φi´1, φi`1, . . . , φn take, the conditional
probability of Si “ 1 given these variables is always C exp
`
2βpBi ´ Aiq
˘
. Therefore, conditioning
on the event tσ P ΛpG, zq,distpσ,Xq ď nθu, Si is independent of φ1, . . . , φi´1, φi`1, . . . , φn and
it only depends on φi. As a consequence, S1, . . . , Sn are conditionally independent given the event
tσ P ΛpG, zq,distpσ,Xq ď nθu. Thus we have verified the three properties above for S1, . . . , Sn. The
arguments for S1, . . . , Sn are the same.
For 0 ă β ă β˚, we have gpβq ą 0, so Theorem 5 immediately implies that PSIBMpσ “ ˘Xq “ op1q.
However, when β “ β˚, we have gpβ˚q “ 0. In this case, Theorem 5 tells us that PSIBMpdistpσ,˘Xq “
Θp1qq “ 1 ´ op1q, but this is not sufficient for us to draw any conclusion on PSIBMpσ “ ˘Xq. Below
we use Proposition 10 to prove that when β “ β˚, PSIBMpσ “ ˘Xq is bounded away from 1.
Proposition 11. Let a, b, α ą 0 be constants satisfying that ?a´?b ą ?2 and α ą bβ˚. Let pX,G, σq „
SIBMpn, a logpnq{n, b logpnq{n, α, β˚, 1q. Then
PSIBMpσ “ ˘Xq ď 1
2
p1` op1qq.
Proof. We prove an equivalent form
PSIBMpσ “ X|distpσ,Xq ď n{2q ď 1
2
p1` op1qq.
By (4), we have
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„iqq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
“ exp
´
2
`
β˚ ` α logpnq
n
˘pBi ´Aiq ´ 2α logpnq
n
¯
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“ p1` op1qq exp `2β˚pBi ´Aiq˘,
where the last equality holds for almost all G since |Bi ´ Ai| “ Oplogpnqq with probability 1 ´ op1q;
see Lemma 9 in Appendix A. Take Gcon from Proposition 10. Then for every G P Gcon,řn
i“1 Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„iqq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
“ p1` op1qq
nÿ
i“1
exp
`
2β˚pBi ´Aiq
˘ “ 1` op1q.
As a consequence, for every G P Gcon,
Pσ|Gpσ “ X|distpσ,Xq ď n{2q ă
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq
Pσ|Gpσ “ Xq `
řn
i“1 Pσ|Gpσ “ Xp„iqq
“ 1
2
p1` op1qq.
By Proposition 10, P pG P Gconq “ 1´ op1q, so
PSIBMpσ “ X|distpσ,Xq ď n{2q ď 1
2
p1` op1qq.
IX. EXACT RECOVERY IS NOT SOLVABLE WHEN tm`1
2
uβ ă β˚
Lemma 5. Let
pX,G, tσp1q , . . . , σpmquq „ SIBMpn, a logpnq{n, b logpnq{n, α, β,mq.
If there is a pair i, i1 P rns satisfying the following two conditions: (1) σpjqi “ σpjqi1 for all j P rms
and (2) Xi “ ´Xi1 , then it is not possible to distinguish the case Xi “ ´Xi1 “ 1 from the case
Xi “ ´Xi1 “ ´1. In other words, conditioning on the samples, the posterior probability of the ground
truth being X is the same as that of the ground truth being Xp„ti,i1uq.
Proof. Intuitively, this proposition clearly holds. For a rigorous proof, one can follow the same steps as
the proof of Lemma 8 in Appendix A, and we do not repeat it here.
Clearly, the original samples satisfy the above conditions if and only if the aligned samples satisfy the
above conditions in Lemma 5.
Lemma 6. Let v “ pvp1q, vp2q, . . . , vpmqq P t˘1um be a vector of length m and let u :“ |ti P rms :
vpiq “ ´1u| be the number of ´1’s in v. Let σp1q, . . . , σpmq be the aligned samples of SIBM (see the
alignment step in Algorithm 1). Without loss of generality we assume that the aligned samples satisfy
distpσpjq,Xq ď n{2 for all j P rms. Define
T` :“ |ti P rns : pσp1qi , . . . , σpmqi q “ v,Xi “ 1u|,
T´ :“ |ti P rns : pσp1qi , . . . , σpmqi q “ v,Xi “ ´1u|.
(51)
If uβ ă β˚, then PSIBM
`
T` “ Θpngpuβqq
˘ “ 1´ op1q. Similarly, if pm´ uqβ ă β˚, then PSIBM`T´ “
Θpngppm´uqβqq˘ “ 1´ op1q.
Proof. We only prove the claims about T` since the proof for T´ is virtually identical. The proof follows
the same steps as the proof of Theorem 5. All we need to do is to replace β with uβ in the proof of
Theorem 5. For the sake of completeness, we provide the proof here.
Corollary 1 together with Proposition 7 implies that there is an integer z ą 0 and a set Ggood such that
(i) P pG P Ggoodq ě 1´Opn´4q.
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(ii) For every G P Ggood,
Pσ|G
`
σpjq P ΛpG, zq and distpσpjq,Xq ď nθ for all j P rms ˇˇdistpσpjq,Xq ď n{2 for all j P rms˘
“ 1´Opn´4q,
(52)
where we can choose θ to be any constant in the open interval pgpβq, 1q. By Lemma 4 we know that for
all i P rns and all j P rms, Pσ|Gpσpjqi ‰ Xi
ˇˇ
σpjq P ΛpG, zq,distpσpjq,Xq ď nθq differ from exp
´
2
`
β `
α logpnq
n
˘pBi´Aiq¯ by at most a constant factor. Since |Bi´Ai| “ Oplogpnqq with probability 1´ op1q,
the term
α logpnq
n
pB1 ´ Aiq “ op1q and is negligible. Moreover, since the m samples are independent
given the graph G, we conclude that
C exp
`
2uβpBi ´Aiq
˘
ďPσ|G
`pσp1qi , . . . , σpmqi q “ v ˇˇ σpjq P ΛpG, zq and distpσpjq,Xq ď nθ for all j P rms˘
ďC exp `2uβpBi ´Aiq˘
for all i P rns, where C and C are constants that are independent of n. In fact, we obtained a much
stronger inequality (42) in the proof of Lemma 4. More precisely, inequality (42) can be reformulated
as follows: For every σ¯p1q, . . . , σ¯pmq P t˘1un such that σ¯pjq P ΛpG, zq and distpσ¯pjq,Xq ď nθ for all
j P rms,
C exp
`
2uβpBi ´Aiq
˘
ďPσ|G
`pσp1qi , . . . , σpmqi q “ v ˇˇ pσp1qi1 , . . . , σpmqi1 q “ pσ¯p1qi1 , . . . , σ¯pmqi1 q for all i1 ‰ i˘
ďC exp `2uβpBi ´Aiq˘.
(53)
Define φi :“ 1rpσp1qi , . . . , σpmqi q “ vs for i P rns. In some sense, (53) tells us that conditioning on
the event tσpjq P ΛpG, zq and distpσpjq,Xq ď nθ for all j P rmsu, the random variables φ1, . . . , φn
are “almost” independent. Given a fixed graph G and random samples σp1q, . . . , σpmq, we will define
Bernoulli random variables S1, . . . , Sn and S1, . . . , Sn satisfying the following conditions:
1) S1, . . . , Sn are conditionally independent given the event tσpjq P ΛpG, zq and distpσpjq,Xq ď nθ for all j P
rmsu. S1, . . . , Sn are also conditionally independent given the event tσpjq P ΛpG, zq and distpσpjq,Xq ď
nθ for all j P rmsu.
2) Si ď φi ď Si for all i P rns.
3) Conditioning on the event tσpjq P ΛpG, zq and distpσpjq,Xq ď nθ for all j P rmsu, P pSi “ 1q “
C exp
`
2uβpBi ´Aiq
˘
and P pSi “ 1q “ C exp
`
2uβpBi ´Aiq
˘
for all i P rns.
The construction of random variables S1, . . . , Sn and S1, . . . , Sn is rather similar to the one at the end
of the proof of Theorem 5, and we do not repeat it here. Define a set rns` :“ ti P rns : Xi “ 1u.
Then T` “
ř
iPrns` φi. By property 3), conditioning on the event tσpjq P ΛpG, zq and distpσpjq,Xq ď
nθ for all j P rmsu, we have
E
” ÿ
iPrns`
Si
ı
“ C
ÿ
iPrns`
exp
`
2uβpBi ´Aiq
˘
, Var
´ ÿ
iPrns`
Si
¯
ď C
ÿ
iPrns`
exp
`
2uβpBi ´Aiq
˘
,
E
” ÿ
iPrns`
Si
ı
“ C
ÿ
iPrns`
exp
`
2uβpBi ´Aiq
˘
, Var
´ ÿ
iPrns`
Si
¯
ď C
ÿ
iPrns`
exp
`
2uβpBi ´Aiq
˘
,
where we use the fact that the variance of a Bernoulli random variable is always upper bounded by its
expectation. In Proposition 10, we have shown that for uβ ď β˚, there is a set Gcon such that (i) P pG P
Gconq “ 1´op1q and (ii) for every G P Gcon,
řn
i“1 exp
`
2uβpBi´Aiq
˘ “ p1`op1qqngpuβq. Using exactly
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the same method, one can show that there is another set G1con such that (i) P pG P G1conq “ 1´ op1q and
(ii) for every G P G1con,
ř
iPrns` exp
`
2uβpBi´Aiq
˘ “ Θpngpuβqq. Therefore, for every G P GgoodXG1con,
E
” ÿ
iPrns`
Si
ı
“ Θpngpuβqq, Var
´ ÿ
iPrns`
Si
¯
“ Opngpuβqq,
E
” ÿ
iPrns`
Si
ı
“ Θpngpuβqq, Var
´ ÿ
iPrns`
Si
¯
“ Opngpuβqq
conditioning on the event tσpjq P ΛpG, zq and distpσpjq,Xq ď nθ for all j P rmsu. Since gpuβq ą 0 for
all uβ ă β˚, by Chebyshev’s inequality we know that both řiPrns` Si “ Θpngpuβqq and řiPrns` Si “
Θpngpuβqq with probability 1 ´ op1q conditioning on the event tσpjq P ΛpG, zq and distpσpjq,Xq ď
nθ for all j P rmsu. Since Si ď φi ď Si for all i P rns, we also have T` “ Θpngpuβqq with probability
1´ op1q conditioning on the event tσpjq P ΛpG, zq and distpσpjq,Xq ď nθ for all j P rmsu. Combining
this with (52), we obtain that for every G P Ggood X G1con, T` “ Θpngpuβqq with probability 1 ´ op1q
conditioning on distpσpjq,Xq ď n{2 for all j P rms. Finally, the lemma follows from P pG P Ggood X
G1conq “ 1´ op1q.
Using the above two lemmas, we obtain the following proposition
Proposition 12. Let a, b, α, β ą 0 be constants satisfying that ?a´?b ą ?2 and α ą bβ. Let
pX,G, tσp1q , . . . , σpmquq „ SIBMpn, a logpnq{n, b logpnq{n, α, β,mq.
If tm`1
2
uβ ă β˚, then no algorithm can recover X from the samples with constant success probability,
i.e., the success probability of any algorithm is op1q.
Proof. First observe that m ´ tm`1
2
u ď tm`1
2
u. If tm`1
2
uβ ă β˚, then pm ´ tm`1
2
uqβ ă β˚. Now pick
a vector v P t˘1um such that it has tm`1
2
u coordinates being ´1 and pm ´ tm`1
2
uq coordinates being
1. Then by Lemma 6, with probability 1 ´ op1q, both T` and T´ are ωp1q; see definition of T` and
T´ in (51). Therefore, we can find ωp1q pairs of i, i1 P rns satisfying the following two conditions: (1)
σ
pjq
i “ σpjqi1 for all j P rms and (2) Xi “ ´Xi1 . Then by Lemma 5, it is not possible to distinguish X
from Xp„ti,i1uq for ωp1q pairs of i, i1. Therefore, the success probability of any recovery algorithm is
op1q.
X. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
We conclude this paper with two future directions. First, in this paper we mainly focus on the regime
α ą bβ, where we establish a sharp threshold on the sample complexity. When α ă bβ, we only give
a lower bound Ωplog1{4pnqq on the sample complexity, which is almost surely not tight. An interesting
future direction is to find the optimal sample complexity when α ă bβ. Second, in this paper we assume
that there are only two communities/clusters in the SSBM. A natural future direction is to extend the
result in this paper to k-community SSBM. In this case, we also need to extend the Ising model from
binary alphabet to general alphabet. Such an extension of Ising model has been considered, for example,
in [KM17].
APPENDIX A
AUXILIARY LEMMAS USED IN SECTION VII
Lemma 7. For 0 ă θ ă 1,
PSIBMpσi “ ´Xi
ˇˇ
distpσ,Xq ď nθq ď 2nθ´1 for all i P rns, (54)
PSIBMpσi “ ´Xi for all i P I˜
ˇˇ
distpσ,Xq ď nθq ď
´ nθ
n{2´ |I˜|
¯|I˜|
for all I˜ Ď rns. (55)
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Proof. Define dist`pσ,Xq :“ |ti P rns : Xi “ 1, σi “ ´1u| and dist´pσ,Xq :“ |ti P rns : Xi “
´1, σi “ 1u|. Clearly, distpσ,Xq “ dist`pσ,Xq ` dist´pσ,Xq. Inequality (54) follows immediately
from the following equality:
PSIBMpσi “ ´Xi|dist`pσ,Xq “ u`,dist´pσ,Xq “ u´q “
"
2u`{n if Xi “ 1
2u´{n if Xi “ ´1
Without loss of generality, we only prove the case of Xi “ 1, and we need the following definition for
the proof of this equality: For I Ď rns, define I` :“ ti P I : Xi “ `1u and I´ :“ ti P I : Xi “ ´1u.
Then
PSIBMpσi “ ´Xi|dist`pσ,Xq “ u`,dist´pσ,Xq “ u´q
“PSIBMpσi “ ´Xi,dist`pσ,Xq “ u`,dist´pσ,Xq “ u´q
PSIBMpdist`pσ,Xq “ u`,dist´pσ,Xq “ u´q
“
ř
I:iPI`,|I`|“u`,|I´|“u´ PSIBMpσ “ Xp„Iqqř
I:|I`|“u`,|I´|“u´ PSIBMpσ “ Xp„Iqq
paq“
`
n{2´1
u`´1
˘`
n{2
u´
˘
`
n{2
u`
˘`
n{2
u´
˘ “ 2u`{n,
where equality (a) follows from Lemma 8 below. Similarly, inequality (55) follows from the following
inequality: For u` ě |I˜`| and u´ ě |I˜´|,
PSIBMpσi “ ´Xi for all i P I˜
ˇˇ
dist`pσ,Xq “ u`,dist´pσ,Xq “ u´q
“PSIBMpσi “ ´Xi for all i P I˜,dist`pσ,Xq “ u`,dist´pσ,Xq “ u´q
PSIBMpdist`pσ,Xq “ u`,dist´pσ,Xq “ u´q
“
ř
I:I˜`ĎI`,I˜´ĎI´,|I`|“u`,|I´|“u´ PSIBMpσ “ Xp„Iqqř
I:|I`|“u`,|I´|“u´ PSIBMpσ “ Xp„Iqq
paq“
`n{2´|I˜`|
u`´|I˜`|
˘`n{2´|I˜´|
u´´|I˜´|
˘
`
n{2
u`
˘`
n{2
u´
˘ ă ´ u`
n{2´ |I˜`|
¯|I˜`|´ u´
n{2´ |I˜´|
¯|I˜´|
ă
´ u` ` u´
n{2´ |I˜|
¯|I˜|
,
where equality (a) again follows from Lemma 8 below.
Lemma 8. Let I,I 1 Ď rnsztiu be two subsets such that |I`| “ |I 1` | and |I´| “ |I 1´ |. Then PSIBMpσ “
Xp„Iqq “ PSIBMpσ “ Xp„I 1qq.
Proof. Let Grns be the set consisting of all the graphs with vertex set rns. A permutation π P Sn on the
vertex set rns also induces a permutation on Grns: For G P Grns, define the graph πpGq P Grns as the
graph with the edge set EpπpGqq satisfying that tπpiq, πpjqu P EpπpGqq if and only if ti, ju P EpGq. It
is easy to see that for any π P Sn and any G P Grns,
ZGpα, βq “ ZπpGqpα, βq,
where ZGpα, βq is defined in (5). Furthermore, if Xi “ Xπpiq for all i P rns, then for any graph G P Grns,
we have
PSSBMpGq “ PSSBMpπpGqq,
where PSSBM is the distribution given in Definition 1.
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Under the assumptions |I`| “ |I 1` | and |I´| “ |I 1´ |, it is easy to see that there exists a permutation π
on the vertex set rns satisfying the following two conditions: (i) Xi “ Xπpiq for all i P rns; (ii) πpIq “ I 1,
i.e., πpiq P I 1 for all i P I . For such a permutation π, one can verify that
X
p„Iq
i “ Xp„πpIqqπpiq “ X
p„I 1q
πpiq
for all i P rns. Therefore,
PSIBMpσ “ Xp„Iqq “
ÿ
GPGrns
PSSBMpGqPσ|Gpσ “ Xp„Iqq
“
ÿ
GPGrns
PSSBMpGq 1
ZGpα, βq exp
´
β
ÿ
ti,juPEpGq
X
p„Iq
i X
p„Iq
j ´
α logpnq
n
ÿ
ti,juREpGq
X
p„Iq
i X
p„Iq
j
¯
“
ÿ
GPGrns
PSSBMpGq 1
ZGpα, βq
exp
´ ÿ
ti,ju
X
p„Iq
i X
p„Iq
j
´`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘
1rti, ju P EpGqs ´ α logpnq
n
¯¯
“
ÿ
GPGrns
PSSBMpGq 1
ZGpα, βq
exp
´ ÿ
ti,ju
X
p„I 1q
πpiq X
p„I 1q
πpjq
´`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘
1rtπpiq, πpjqu P EpπpGqqs ´ α logpnq
n
¯¯
“
ÿ
GPGrns
PSSBMpGq 1
ZGpα, βq
exp
´ ÿ
ti,ju
X
p„I 1q
i X
p„I 1q
j
´`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘
1rti, ju P EpπpGqqs ´ α logpnq
n
¯¯
“
ÿ
GPGrns
PSSBMpπpGqq 1
ZπpGqpα, βq
exp
´ ÿ
ti,ju
X
p„I 1q
i X
p„I 1q
j
´`
β ` α logpnq
n
˘
1rti, ju P EpπpGqqs ´ α logpnq
n
¯¯
“
ÿ
GPGrns
PSSBMpπpGqqPπpGqpσ “ Xp„I
1qq
“PSIBMpσ “ Xp„I 1qq.
This completes the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 9. Let Y „ Binompn` opnq, a logpnq{nq. Then for r ą 8 and large enough n, we have
P pY ě ra logpnqq ă n´r.
Proof. The moment generating function of Y is
EresY s “ p1´ a logpnq{n` esa logpnq{nqn`opnq “ exp ` logpnq`aes ´ a` op1q˘˘,
where we use Taylor expansion logp1` xq “ x` opxq for xÑ 0 in the last equality. Then by Chernoff
bound, for s ą 0,
P pY ě ra logpnqq ď expppes ´ 1´ rs` op1qqa logpnqq.
Taking s “ logprq ą 0 into this bound, we obtain that
P pY ě ra logpnqq ď expppr ´ 1´ r logprq ` op1qqa logpnqq ă n´r,
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where the last inequality holds for large enough n and follows from the assumption that r ą 8 ą e2.
APPENDIX B
AUXILIARY PROPOSITIONS USED IN SECTION VIII
We first prove a tight estimate of P pBi ´Ai “ t logpnqq for t “ Θp1q. Note that (18) gives an upper
bound on P pBi´Ai ě t logpnqq for t P r12pb´aq, 0s, so it is also an upper bound of P pBi´Ai “ t logpnqq.
Below we prove that the upper bound in (18) is in fact tight up to a Θp1{alogpnqq factor for all t “ Θp1q
such that t logpnq is an integer.
We use fpnq “ Θpgpnqq and fpnq — gpnq interchangeably if there is a constant C ą 0 such that
C´1gpnq ď fpnq ď Cgpnq for large enough n.
Proposition 13. For any t such that t logpnq is an integer and |t| ă 100a,
P pBi ´Ai “ t logpnqq
— 1a
logpnq exp
´
logpnq
´a
t2 ` ab´ t` logpat2 ` ab` tq ´ logpbq˘ ´ a` b
2
¯¯
.
(56)
Proof. Since
P pBi ´Ai “ t logpnqq “
n{2ÿ
s logpnq“0
P pBi “ s logpnqqP pAi “ ps´ tq logpnqq,
we first calculate tight estimates of P pBi “ s logpnqq and P pAi “ ps ´ tq logpnqq. (The summationřn{2
s logpnq“0 in the above equation means that the quantity s logpnq ranges over all integer values from 0
to n{2.) By Lemma 9 in Appendix A, we only need to focus on the regime where both |s| and |t| are
bounded from above by some (large) constants, e.g., 100a. Therefore,
P pBi “ s logpnqq
“
ˆ
n{2
s logpnq
˙´b logpnq
n
¯s logpnq´
1´ b logpnq
n
¯n{2´s logpnq
“p1` op1qqpn{2q
s logpnq
ps logpnqq!
´b logpnq
n
¯s logpnq
exp
´
´ b logpnq
2
¯
“p1` op1qq 1ps logpnqq!
´b logpnq
2
¯s logpnq
exp
´
´ b logpnq
2
¯
paq“p1` op1qq 1a
2πs logpnq
´ e
s logpnq
¯s logpnq´b logpnq
2
¯s logpnq
exp
´
´ b logpnq
2
¯
“p1` op1qq 1a
2πs logpnq
´ eb
2s
¯s logpnq
exp
´
´ b logpnq
2
¯
“p1` op1qq 1a
2πs logpnq exp
´
logpnq
´
s` s logpbq ´ s logp2q ´ s logpsq ´ b
2
¯¯
,
where paq follows from Stirling’s formula. Similarly, when s ą t,
P pAi “ ps´ tq logpnqq
“p1` op1qq 1a
2πps´ tq logpnq exp
´
logpnq
´
ps´ tqp1` logpaq ´ logp2q ´ logps´ tqq ´ a
2
¯¯
Define a function
htpsq :“ p2s ´ tqp1´ logp2qq ` s log ab
sps´ tq ` t log
s´ t
a
´ a` b
2
.
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Then for s ą maxp0, tq,
P pBi “ s logpnqqP pAi “ ps´ tq logpnqq “ p1` op1qq 1
2π logpnqasps´ tq expphtpsq logpnqq.
Therefore, for t such that t logpnq is an integer, we have
P pBi ´Ai “ t logpnqq
“p1` op1qq
n{2ÿ
s logpnq“maxp0,t logpnqq
1
2π logpnqasps´ tq expphtpsq logpnqq. (57)
In order to estimate this sum, we need to analyze the function htpsq. Its first and second derivatives are
h1tpsq “ log ab4sps´tq and h2t psq “ ´1s ´ 1s´t ă 0, so htpsq is a concave function and takes maximum at
s˚ such that h1tps˚q “ 0. Simple calculations show that s˚ “ pt`
?
t2 ` abq{2 ą maxp0, tq and
htps˚q “
a
t2 ` ab´ t` logpat2 ` ab` tq ´ logpbq˘ ´ a` b
2
.
By Lemma 9 in Appendix A, both |s| and |t| are upper bounded by some (large) constants with probability
1´opn´10q. Therefore, the sum on the right-hand side of (57) is concentrated around a small neighborhood
of s˚. In this neighborhood, we have
1
2π logpnqasps´ tq “ Θp 1logpnqq.
Therefore, in order to prove this proposition, we only need to show thatÿ
expphtpsq logpnqq “ Θ
´a
logpnq expphtps˚q logpnqq
¯
, (58)
where the summation is taken over this small neighborhood. We will show that expphtpsq logpnqq varies
by a constant factor within a window of length Θp1{alogpnqq around s˚, and then drops off geometrically
fast beyond that window. First observe that htpsq « htps˚q´h2t ps˚qps´ s˚q2 in the neighborhood of s˚,
so when |s´ s˚| “ Θp1{alogpnqq, we have htps˚q logpnq ´ htpsq logpnq “ Θp1q. Also note that when
s is in the range ps˚ ´ Θp1{alogpnqq, s˚ ` Θp1{alogpnqqq, the quantity s logpnq takes Θpalogpnqq
integer values. Now pick some constant c ą 0. By the above analysis we haveÿ
s˚ logpnq´c
?
logpnqďs logpnqďs˚ logpnq`c
?
logpnq
expphtpsq logpnqq “ Θ
´a
logpnq expphtps˚q logpnqq
¯
.
For s ą s˚ ` c{alogpnq, we use the fact that concave functions are always bounded from above by its
tangent lines. Therefore,
htpsq ď htps˚ ` c{
a
logpnqq ` h1tps˚ ` c{
a
logpnqqps´ s˚ ´ c{
a
logpnqq
ď htps˚q ´ c
1a
logpnqps´ s
˚ ´ c{
a
logpnqq,
where we use the fact that h1tps˚`c{
a
logpnqq “ Θp1{
a
logpnqq, and c1 is another constant that depends
on c. Therefore, ÿ
s logpnqąs˚ logpnq`c
?
logpnq
expphtpsq logpnqq
ď
ÿ
s logpnqąs˚ logpnq`c
?
logpnq
exp
´
htps˚q logpnq ´ c
1a
logpnqps logpnq ´ s
˚ logpnq ´ c
a
logpnqq
¯
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“ expphtps˚q logpnqq
ÿ
ją0
exp
´
´ c
1a
logpnqj
¯
ď expphtps˚q logpnqq 1
1´ expp´c1{alogpnqq
“O
´a
logpnq expphtps˚q logpnqq
¯
.
The sum over s logpnq ă s˚ logpnq ´ calogpnq can be bounded in the same way. Thus we have shown
(58), and this completes the proof of the proposition.
Let G1 :“ tG : Bi´Ai ă 0 for all i P rnsu. By (20), we have P pG P G1q “ 1´op1q. In the proposition
below, we will prove that if 0 ă β ă 1
4
log a
b
, then the conditional expectation E
”řn
i“1 exp
`
2βpBi ´
Aiq
˘ ˇˇˇ
G P G1
ı
is very close to the unconditional expectation E
”řn
i“1 exp
`
2βpBi ´ Aiq
˘ı
. On the
other hand, if β ě 1
4
log a
b
, then the conditional expectation is Opng˜pβqq while the unconditional one is
Θpngpβqq. Since g˜pβq ă gpβq when β ą 1
4
log a
b
, the conditional expectation is much smaller than the
unconditional one in this case.
Proposition 14. Assume that
?
a´?b ą ?2. If 0 ă β ă 1
4
log a
b
, then
E
” nÿ
i“1
exp
`
2βpBi ´Aiq
˘ ˇˇˇ
G P G1
ı
“ p1` op1qqE
” nÿ
i“1
exp
`
2βpBi ´Aiq
˘ı “ p1` op1qqngpβq.
If β ě 1
4
log a
b
, then
E
” nÿ
i“1
exp
`
2βpBi ´Aiq
˘ ˇˇˇ
G P G1
ı
“ Opng˜pβqq.
Proof. We first calculate the unconditional expectation: By writing Ai and Bi as sums of independent
Bernoulli random variables, we obtain that
Ere2βpBi´Aiqs “
´
1´ b logpnq
n
` b logpnq
n
e2β
¯n{2´
1´ a logpnq
n
` a logpnq
n
e´2β
¯n{2´1
“ exp
´ logpnq
2
pae´2β ` be2β ´ a´ bq ` op1q
¯
“ p1` op1qqngpβq´1.
Therefore, for all β we have
E
” nÿ
i“1
exp
`
2βpBi ´Aiq
˘ı “ p1` op1qqngpβq. (59)
Now let us switch to conditional expectation. In light of (59), for the case of 0 ă β ă 1
4
log a
b
we only
need to prove that the conditional expectation is very close to the unconditional expectation. To that end,
we first reprove a weaker version of (59) using Proposition 13. This will help us estimate the difference
between the conditional and unconditional expectations.
Define DpG, tq :“ |ti P rns : Bi ´Ai “ t logpnqu|. Similarly to (21), we have
nÿ
i“1
exp
`
2βpBi ´Aiq
˘ “ n{2ÿ
t logpnq“´n{2
DpG, tq exp `2βt logpnq˘. (60)
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By definition, DpG, tq “ řni“1 1rBi ´ Ai “ t logpnqs, so ErDpG, tqs “ nP pBi ´ Ai “ t logpnqq.
Therefore, by Proposition 13 and the definition of function fβptq in (23),
ErDpG, tq exp `2βt logpnq˘s — 1a
logpnq exppfβptq logpnqq.
As a consequence,
E
” nÿ
i“1
exp
`
2βpBi ´Aiq
˘ı “ n{2ÿ
t logpnq“´n{2
E
“
DpG, tq exp `2βt logpnq˘‰
— 1a
logpnq
n{2ÿ
t logpnq“´n{2
exppfβptq logpnqq.
(61)
By the proof of Lemma 2, fβptq is a concave function and takes maximum at t˚ “ be2β´ae´2β2 .
Similarly to the analysis of (58), exppfβptq logpnqq varies by a constant factor within a window of length
Θp1{alogpnqq around t˚, and then drops off geometrically fast beyond that window. Since t logpnq takes
Θpalogpnqq integer values when t takes values in such a window, we have
n{2ÿ
t logpnq“´n{2
exppfβptq logpnqq —
a
logpnq exppfβpt˚q logpnqq. (62)
By the proof of Lemma 2, we have fβpt˚q “ gpβq. Taking this into (61) and (62), we obtain that
E
” nÿ
i“1
exp
`
2βpBi ´Aiq
˘ı “ Θpngpβqq.
Now let us consider the conditional expectation. When conditioning on the event G P G1, we have
DpG, tq “ 0 for all t ě 0. In this case, the range of sum in both (60) and (61) reduces from r´n{2, n{2s
to r´n{2, 0q. By Lemma 10 below, we have P pBi ´Ai “ t logpnq | G P G1q “ p1` op1qqP pBi ´Ai “
t logpnqq for t ă 0, and so ErDpG, tq|G P G1s “ p1` op1qqErDpG, tqs for t ă 0. Therefore,
E
” nÿ
i“1
exp
`
2βpBi ´Aiq
˘ˇˇˇ
G P G1
ı
“ p1` op1qq
´1ÿ
t logpnq“´n{2
E
“
DpG, tq exp `2βt logpnq˘‰.
From the analysis of (61), we know that
n{2ÿ
t logpnq“´n{2
E
“
DpG, tq exp `2βt logpnq˘‰
“p1` op1qq
t˚ logpnq`Θp
?
logpnqqÿ
t logpnq“t˚ logpnq´Θp
?
logpnqq
E
“
DpG, tq exp `2βt logpnq˘‰.
Therefore, if t˚ “ be2β´ae´2β
2
ă 0, or equivalently 0 ă β ă 1
4
log a
b
, then
n{2ÿ
t logpnq“´n{2
E
“
DpG, tq exp `2βt logpnq˘‰ “ p1` op1qq ´1ÿ
t logpnq“´n{2
E
“
DpG, tq exp `2βt logpnq˘‰,
i.e.,
E
” nÿ
i“1
exp
`
2βpBi ´Aiq
˘ ˇˇˇ
G P G1
ı
“ p1` op1qqE
” nÿ
i“1
exp
`
2βpBi ´Aiq
˘ı
. (63)
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On the other hand, if t˚ “ be2β´ae´2β
2
ě 0, or equivalently β ě 1
4
log a
b
, then
E
” nÿ
i“1
exp
`
2βpBi ´Aiq
˘ ˇˇˇ
G P G1
ı
— 1a
logpnq
´1ÿ
t logpnq“´n{2
exppfβptq logpnqq. (64)
Since fβptq is concave, it is an increasing function when t ă t˚. Therefore, fβptq ă fβp0q “ gp14 log ab q “
g˜pβq for β ě 1
4
log a
b
. Similarly to the analysis of (58) and (61), exppfβptq logpnqq varies by a constant
factor within a window of length Op1{
a
logpnqq around t “ 0, and then drops off geometrically fast
beyond that window. As a consequence,
´1ÿ
t logpnq“´n{2
exppfβptq logpnqq “ Op
a
logpnqq exppg˜pβq logpnqq.
Taking this into (64) completes the proof of the proposition.
The following corollary follows immediately from Proposition 14 and (59):
Corollary 2. For all β ą 0,
E
” nÿ
i“1
exp
`
2βpBi ´Aiq
˘ı “ Θpngpβqq,
E
” nÿ
i“1
exp
`
2βpBi ´Aiq
˘ ˇˇˇ
G P G1
ı
“ Opng˜pβqq.
Remark 3. From the proof of (63), we can see that if 0 ă β ă 1
4
log a
b
, then
E
“
exp
`
2βpBi ´Aiq
˘ ˇˇ
G P G1
‰ “ p1` op1qqE“ exp `2βpBi ´Aiq˘‰, (65)
i.e., we can remove the summation in (63). We will use this in the proof of Proposition 10.
Lemma 10. Let G1 :“ tG : Bi ´ Ai ă 0 for all i P rnsu. Then P pBi ´ Ai “ t logpnq | G P G1q “
p1` op1qqP pBi ´Ai “ t logpnqq for all t ă 0 such that t logpnq is an integer.
Proof. Note that
P pBi ´Ai “ t logpnq | G P G1q “
P
`
Bj ´Aj ă 0 for all j P rnsztiu, Bi ´Ai “ t logpnq
˘
P pG P G1q .
By (20), we have P pG P G1q “ 1´ op1q, so
P pBi ´Ai “ t logpnq | G P G1q
“p1` op1qqP `Bj ´Aj ă 0 for all j P rnsztiu, Bi ´Ai “ t logpnq˘
“p1` op1qqP `Bj ´Aj ă 0 for all j P rnsztiu ˇˇ Bi ´Ai “ t logpnq˘P pBi ´Ai “ t logpnqq.
Therefore, to prove the lemma we only need to show that P
`
Bj´Aj ă 0 for all j P rnsztiu
ˇˇ
Bi´Ai “
t logpnq˘ “ 1´ op1q.
For j P rnsztiu, define ξij “ ξijpGq :“ 1rti, ju P EpGqs as the indicator function of the edge ti, ju
connected in graph G. We also define
B1j “
"
Bj ´ ξij if Xi ‰ Xj
Bj if Xi “ Xj and A
1
j “
"
Aj if Xi ‰ Xj
Aj ´ ξij if Xi “ Xj .
Then B1j ´A1j differs from Bj ´Aj by at most 1. Therefore, B1j ´A1j ă ´1 implies that Bj ´Aj ă 0,
and so P
`
Bj ´ Aj ă 0 for all j P rnsztiu
ˇˇ
Bi ´ Ai “ t logpnq
˘ ě P `B1j ´ A1j ă ´1 for all j P
rnsztiu ˇˇ Bi ´ Ai “ t logpnq˘. Now we only need to prove that the right-hand side is 1 ´ op1q. Also
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note that the two sets of random variables tB1j , A1j : j P rnsztiuu and tBi, Aiu are independent, so
P
`
B1j ´A1j ă ´1 for all j P rnsztiu
ˇˇ
Bi ´Ai “ t logpnq
˘ “ P `B1j ´A1j ă ´1 for all j P rnsztiu˘. By
definition, we have B1j „ Binompn{2´Θp1q, b logpnq{nq and A1j „ Binompn{2´Θp1q, a logpnq{nq for
all j P rnsztiu. Then following exactly the same proof7 as that of (20), we have
P
`
B1j ´A1j ă ´1 for all j P rnsztiu
˘ ě 1´ n1´ p?a´?bq22 `op1q “ 1´ op1q.
This completes the proof of the lemma.
7First use Chernoff bound as we did in Proposition 5 and then use the union bound.
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